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Abstrakt
V této práci byly zavedeny a studovány nové systémy formálních modelů, zvané stavově
synchronizované automatové systémy stupně n. Výpočet je v těchto prezentovaných sys-
témech řízen pomocí slov patřících do konečného řídícího jazyka, kde každé slovo z tohoto
jazyka je složeno ze stavů komponent systému. Dále byla v této práci studována výpočetní
síla zavedených systémů. Praktické použití zavedených systémů bylo demonstrováno na
příkladu z oblasti překladu přirozených jazyků a dále na příkladu z oblasti paralelního
překladu.
Abstract
In this work, a new systems of formal models, called state-synchronized automata systems
of degree n, were introduced and studied. The computation in presented automata systems
is controlled by words from finite control language, where every word from control language
is a sequence of states. Furthermore were studied the computational power of these systems.
The practical use of introduced systems was demonstrated on example of natural language
translation and on example of parallel compiling.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The formal language theory forms a fundamental part of various research areas related
to computer science, such as compilers, data mining, computer network protocols, and
computer security issues. The benefits of the formal language theory are also used in
scientific fields not related to computers, such as linguistics, economy, and molecular biology.
The basic classification[11, 12, 18] of formal languages in the formal language theory is
based on the work[5] of Noam Chomsky. As will be mentioned further, the formal language
theory establishes the four basic formal language families:1 regular languages, context-free
languages, context-sensitive languages, and recursively enumerable languages, where the
following language family properly includes the whole previous language family. Moreover,
the formal language theory defines the two2 basic kinds of formal models: grammars, which
define a language by generating its words, and corresponding automata, which define the
same language by accepting its words.
In addition to the mentioned formal language families and their formal models, the
formal language theory also defines and investigates many others formal models. These
formal models are mostly based on context-free grammars, finite or pushdown automata
and their modifications. The need for new formal models comes from areas where formal
language theory plays an important role.
Besides to investigation of new formal models, the modern formal language theory also
studies the systems of formal models, where formal model is said to be a component of
the system. The advantages and main benefits of this approach consist in the modeling
of distributed computation, which is a very popular topic in modern computer science.
According to the type of components, the systems of formal models can be divided into
grammar systems and automata systems, where the cooperation between system compo-
nents is established on some prespecified protocol. Depending on the way of the coop-
eration between system components, the systems of formal models are either cooperating
distributed [6] (CD, for short) or parallel communicating [23] (PC, for short). In CD gram-
mar and automata systems, all system components work on shared word[7, 9, 14], and the
language of CD grammar or automata system is given by the set of all generated or ac-
cepted words, respectively. In PC grammar or automata systems, each system component
works[2, 3, 15, 16, 17, 26] on its own word, and the resulting language is given by the some
prespecified operation over the generated or accepted words, respectively.
The aim of this work is to continue in Čermák’s work[3] and extend the formal language
1In this work, the term family, instead of class, is used.
2In the formal language theory also exist other ways how to define languages, such as regular
expressions[18], algebraic operations over languages, etc.
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theory introducing a new kind of automata system, investigating its computational power
and discussing its possible ways of applications.
Chapter 1, now read, shortly introduces the reader into formal language theory and sys-
tems of formal models, outlines the aim of this work and also describes this work structure.
Chapter 2 gives a survey about basic mathematical background related to this work, such
as sets, relations, words, languages, grammars, and automata, needed to make the notation
used in this work clear. Also, this chapter defines various abbrevations and formalisms used
in the following chapters.
Chapter 3 summarizes current work and knowledge about automata systems, and related
grammar systems, focusing on the early PC grammar and automata systems, and also on the
grammar systems introduced by Lukáš and Meduna in [15, 16] and corresponding automata
systems introduced by Čermák in [3].
In the remaining chapters are discussed the main results of this work.
Chapter 4 defines a new kind of automata system, called state-synchronized automata
system, including its configuration, computation step, the condition of determinism, ac-
cepted language, and families of languages accepted by the new automata system. This
chapter also contains several examples demonstrating the accepting power of the new au-
tomata system.
Chapter 5 studies the several cases of restrictions imposed to the number and type of
system components, and the influence of these restrictions on the accepting power of intro-
duced automata system. Particularly are studied the systems with at least two pushdown
automata, and the systems with one pushdown automaton and arbitrary count of finite
automata, with their relations to the Chomsky hierarchy of languages.
Chapter 6 discusses a possible applications of the new automata system, mainly in the
natural language translation. The demonstration is based on [3, 4], where the rule-restricted
transducer, indrotuced and investigated by Čermák in [3], is used for translating selected
Japanese sentences to their Czech equivalents. This chapter shows how the new automata
system approaches to achieve the similar results. Moreover, in this chapter is outlined how
to use the new automata system as parallel compiler, and how can be any deterministic
variant of new automata system implemented in Haskell programming language.
The last chapter, Chapter 7, summarizes the results of this work, and discusses the
several ways for further investigation of recently presented automata system.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
This chapter gives the survey of the fundamental mathematical background, the basics of
the formal language theory, and the terminology used in this work. It is assumed that the
reader is familiar with basic proof techniques and elementary algebra. The definitions and
formalisms in this chapter are based on [11, 12, 18, 24, 25, 27].
2.1 Sets, relations and functions
To avoid possible ambiguities in the used notation and terminology, even the well-known
mathematical notions, like sets, are reviewed, but very briefly.
Sets
A set, S, is a collection of elements, which are different from each other and which are taken
from some prespecified universe, U. By a ∈ S is denoted that a is a member of S and a /∈ S
denotes that a is not a member of S. For sets whose members are sets, the term families
of sets is used. The number of members of S, the cardinality of S, is denoted by card(S).
A set with a finite number of members is a finite set, otherwise it is an infinite set. The set
with no member is the empty set and is denoted by ∅.
Sets can be specified either by enumeration of their members, i.e. Σ = {a, b, c}, or using
the following notation
S = {a | pi(a)}
which says that a is a member of S if and only if a satisfies the property pi. Where it is
clear, ellipses can be used. Therefore, N = {0, 1, . . . } denotes the set of all nonnegative
integers.
Convention: In this work, instead of n ∈ {0, 1, . . . } and i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, the more com-
pact forms, n ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n, respectively, are preferred. This convention is possible
due to the fact that the only nonnegative integers are used in this work.
By A ∪B, A ∩B, A−B and A are denoted the union of A and B, the intersection of
A and B, the difference of A and B, and the complement of A, respectively. Furthermore,⋃n
i=1Ai stands for A1 ∪A2 ∪ · · · ∪An, or A1 ∪A2 ∪ . . . if n =∞; analogously for
⋂
.
Two sets, A and B, are disjoint if and only if A ∩ B = ∅. The family of sets, F , is
pairwise disjoint if and only if ∀A,B ∈ F : A 6= B =⇒ A ∩B = ∅.
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If A and B are two sets, then A is a subset of B, written as A ⊆ B, if and only if
∀x : x ∈ A =⇒ x ∈ B. Moreover, A is a proper subset of B, written as A ⊂ B, if and only
if A ⊆ B ∧A 6= B. By 2A is denoted the power set of A, defined as 2A = {X | X ⊆ A}.
Relations and functions
Definition 2.1 (Ordered n-tuple)
Let a1, a2, . . . , an be n elements for some n ≥ 1. Then, (a1, a2, . . . , an), denotes the ordered
n-tuple consisting of n elements a1, a2, . . . , an−1 and an in this order. Let (a1, a2, . . . , an)
and (b1, b2, . . . , bn) be two ordered n-tuples. Then, (a1, a2, . . . , an) = (b1, b2, . . . , bn) if and
only if a1 = b1 ∧ a2 = b2 ∧ · · · ∧ an = bn.
Instead of (ordered) 2-tuple, 3-tuple, 4-tuple, 5-tuple, 6-tuple or 7-tuple, the terms
(ordered) pair, triplet, quadruple, quintuple, sextuple or septuple, respectively, are used.
Definition 2.2 (Cartesian product)
Let A1, A2, . . . , An be n sets for some n ≥ 1. Then, A1×A2×· · ·×An denotes the cartesian
product of n sets, defined as
A1 ×A2 × · · · ×An = {(a1, a2, . . . , an) | a1 ∈ A1 ∧ a2 ∈ A2 ∧ · · · ∧ an ∈ An}.
In Definition 2.2, if A1 = A2 = . . . = An = A, then the cartesian product of n sets A
can be written shortly as (A)n.
Definition 2.3 (Relation and binary relation)
Let A1, A2, . . . , An be n sets for n ≥ 1. An n-ary relation over sets A1, A2, . . . , An, ρ, is
defined as ρ ⊆ A1 ×A2 × · · · ×An. For n = 2, ρ is said to be a binary relation from A1 to
A2.
In Definition 2.3, if A1 = A2 = . . . = An = A, then ρ is said to be an n-ary relation on
A or n-ary relation over A.
Convention: In the rest of this work, by term relation is meant a binary relation.
Definition 2.4 (Domain and range)
Let A and B be two sets, and let ρ be a relation from A to B. Then, the domain of ρ,
Dom(ρ), is defined as Dom(ρ) = {a | (a, b) ∈ ρ for some b ∈ B} and the range of ρ, Ran(ρ),
is defined as Ran(ρ) = {b | (a, b) ∈ ρ for some a ∈ A}.
Convention: Instead of (a, b) ∈ ρ, the (infix) form aρb is preferred.
Definition 2.5 (Inverse of relation)
Let ρ be a relation. The inverse of ρ, ρ−1, is defined as ρ−1 = {(b, a) | aρb}.
Definition 2.6 (Identity relation)
Let A be a set. The identity relation on A, ιA, is defined as ιA = {(x, x) | x ∈ A}.
Definition 2.7 (Composition of two relations)
Let ρ and σ be two relations. A composition of ρ and σ, ρ ◦ σ, is defined as
ρ ◦ σ = {(x, z) | xρy ∧ yσz for some y}.
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Definition 2.8 (Properties on relations1)
Let A be a set, and let ρ be a relation on A. Then, ρ is
• reflexive, if and only if ∀x ∈ A : xρx,
• transitive, if and only if ∀x, y, z ∈ A : xρy ∧ yρz =⇒ xρz.
Definition 2.9 (k-fold product)
Let A be a set, and let ρ be a relation on A. The k-fold product, ρk, is defined recursively
as follows:
1. ρ0 = ιA,
2. ρk = ρ ◦ ρk−1, for some k ≥ 1.
Definition 2.10 (Closures of relations)
Let ρ be a relation. Then, the transitive closure of ρ, ρ+, is defined as
ρ+ =
∞⋃
i=1
ρi
and the reflexive and transitive closure of ρ, ρ∗, is defined as
ρ∗ =
∞⋃
i=0
ρi.
Definition 2.11 (Function)
Let A and B be two sets, and let φ be a relation from A to B. Then, the φ is said to be
a function from A to B if and only if
∀a ∈ A : card({b | b ∈ B ∧ aφb}) ≤ 1.
Moreover, the φ is said to be a total function from A to B, if and only if
∀a ∈ A : card({b | b ∈ B ∧ aφb}) = 1.
If φ is not a total function, then it is a partial function.
Convention: In case of functions, instead of (a, b) ∈ φ or aφb, the form φ(a) = b is
preferred.
Definition 2.12 (Properties on functions)
Let A and B be two sets, and let φ be a function from A to B. Then, φ is
• an injection, if and only if ∀b ∈ B : card({a | a ∈ A ∧ φ(a) = b}) ≤ 1,
• a surjection, if and only if ∀b ∈ B : card({a | a ∈ A ∧ φ(a) = b}) ≥ 1,
• a bijection, if and only if φ is an injection and a surjection.
1There are also many others properties on relations, such as symmetricity, but this work never use them.
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Definition 2.13 (Minimum and maximum)
Let K ⊂ N be a finite nonempty set. Then, a minimum of K, min(K), is defined as
min(K) = k, where k ∈ K and ∀i ∈ K : k ≤ i. Similarly, a maximum of K, max(K), is
defined as max(K) = k, where k ∈ K and ∀i ∈ K : k ≥ i.
2.2 Alphabets, words and languages
Definition 2.14 (Alphabet and symbol)
An alphabet is a finite, nonempty set of elements, which are called symbols.
Definition 2.15 (Word)
Let Σ be an alphabet. A word over Σ is recursively defined as follows:
1. ε is word over Σ,
2. if w is word over Σ and a ∈ Σ, then wa is word over Σ.
In Definition 2.15, symbol ε denotes the empty word, the word without any symbols.
Definition 2.16 (Length of word)
Let Σ be an alphabet, and let x be a word over Σ. The length of word x, |x|, is defined as
follows:
• if x = ε, then |x| = 0,
• if x = a1a2 . . . an, for some n ≥ 1, where ai ∈ Σ, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then |x| = n.
Definition 2.17 (Concatenation of words)
Let Σ be an alphabet, and let x and y be two words over Σ. Then, xy is the concatenation
of x and y.
The concatenation is associative, but not commutative. For every word x holds xε =
εx = x.
Definition 2.18 (Power of word)
Let Σ be an alphabet, and let x be a word over Σ. For i ≥ 0, the ith power of x, xi, is
recursively defined as follows:
1. x0 = ε,
2. xi = xxi−1, for i ≥ 1.
Definition 2.19 (Prefix of word)
Let Σ be an alphabet, and let x and y be two words over Σ. Then, y is a prefix of x if
there exists word, z, over Σ so x = yz. Moreover, if y /∈ {ε, x}, then y is a proper prefix of
x. The set of all prefixes of x, prefix(x), is defined as prefix(x) = {y | x = yz}.
Definition 2.20 (Suffix of word)
Let Σ be an alphabet, and let x and y be two words over Σ. Then, y is a suffix of x if
there exists word, z, over Σ so x = zy. Moreover, if y /∈ {ε, x}, then y is a proper suffix of
x. The set of all suffixes of x, suffix(x), is defined as suffix(x) = {y | x = zy}.
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Definition 2.21 (Subword)
Let Σ be an alphabet, and let x and y be two words over Σ. Then, y is a subword of x
if there exist two words, z and z′, over Σ so x = zyz′. Moreover, if y /∈ {ε, x}, then y is
a proper subword of x. The set of all subwords of x, subword(x), is defined as subword(x) =
{y | x = zyz′}.
Definition 2.22 (Set of symbols used in word)
Let Σ be an alphabet, and let x be a word over Σ. Then, a set of symbols used in x, alph(x),
is defined as alph(x) = {a ∈ Σ | εa ∈ subword(x)}.
Definition 2.23 (Language)
Let Σ be an alphabet, and let Σ∗ denotes the set of all words over Σ. A language over Σ,
L, is defined as L ⊆ Σ∗. Moreover, if L = Σ∗, then L is said to be the universal language
over Σ.
In Definition 2.23, from an algebraic point of view, Σ∗ represents the free monoid[11]
generated by Σ under the operation concatenation, with ε as the unit of Σ∗. Similarly,
Σ+ = Σ∗ − {ε}, the universal language without ε, represents the free semigroup generated
by Σ under the operation of concatenation.
Because the languages are sets, the operations over languages, such as union, intersec-
tion, difference, and complement, are defined exactly in the same way as over sets, with
the universal language as the universe. Also, a finite language, an infinite language and the
empty language, ∅, are just aliases for a finite set, an infinite set and the empty set, respec-
tively. Furthermore, sets whose members are languages are called families of languages,
and by L (X) is denoted a language family which members are languages characterized by
X.
Definition 2.24 (Concatenation of languages)
Let L1 and L2 be two languages over an alphabet, Σ. Then, the concatenation of L1 and
L2, L1L2, is defined as L1L2 = {xy | x ∈ L1 ∧ y ∈ L2}.
Definition 2.25 (Power of language)
Let L be a language over an alphabet, Σ. Then, for i ≥ 0, the ith power of L, Li, is
recursively defined as
1. L0 = {ε},
2. Li = LLi−1, for i ≥ 1.
Definition 2.26 (Closures of language)
Let L be a language over an alphabet, Σ. The (Kleene) closure of L, L∗, is defined as
L∗ =
∞⋃
i=0
Li.
Furthermore, the positive closure of L, L+, is defined as
L+ =
∞⋃
i=1
Li.
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Definition 2.27 (Translation)
Let Σ be an input alphabet, and let Ω be an output alphabet. Then, a translation, τ , from Σ∗
to Ω∗ is a relation from Σ∗ to Ω∗. Dom(τ) is called the input language of τ and Ran(τ) is
called the output language of τ . For each x ∈ Dom(τ), τ(x) is defined as τ(x) = {y | xτy}.
For each L ⊆ Dom(τ), τ(L) is defined as τ(L) = {y | xτy for some x ∈ L}.
Definition 2.28 (Substitution)
Let Σ and Ω be two alphabets, and let τ be a translation from Σ∗ to Ω∗ such that for all
x, y ∈ Σ∗, τ(xy) = τ(x)τ(y). Then, τ is a substitution, and τ−1 is an inverse substitution.
Definition 2.29 (Homomorphism)
Let Σ and Ω be two alphabets, and let τ be a substitution from Σ∗ to Ω∗. If τ represents
a function from Σ∗ to Ω∗, then τ is a homomorphism, and τ−1 is an inverse homomorphism.
Formally, τ−1 is a function from Ω∗ to 2Σ
∗
defined as τ−1(x) = {y | τ(y) = x}.
2.3 Grammars and language families
In the formal language theory, grammars are fundamental models for generating languages.
The most general form of grammar is a phrase-structure grammar.
Definition 2.30 (Grammar)
A phrase-structure grammar, G, is a quadruple G = (N,T, P, S), where
• N is an alphabet of nonterminal symbols,
• T is an alphabet of terminal symbols, N ∩ T = ∅,
• P ⊆ (N ∪ T )∗N(N ∪ T )∗ × (N ∪ T )∗ is a finite set of rules, and
• S ∈ N is the start symbol.
The word from (N ∪ T )∗ is called a sentencial form, the word from T ∗ is called a sentence.
Convention: Instead of (α, β) ∈ P , the form α→ β ∈ P is preferred.
Note: The rule of the form α→ ε is called an erasing rule.
The following definition fits on any formal model, if it has a set of rules defined as
a (binary) relation.
Definition 2.31 (Rule label, left-hand side, right-hand side)
Let R be a set of rules, and let Φ be an alphabet of rule labels such that card(Φ) = card(R).
Define a relation, :=:, as a bijective function from Φ to R, where r :=: α→ β means “r is
an alias for α → β”. Then, r : α → β means r :=: α → β, and r : α → β ∈ R means
α → β ∈ R ∧ r :=: α → β. If r : α → β ∈ R, then lhs(r) = α denotes the left-hand side of
the rule r and rhs(r) = β denotes the right-hand side of r.
Definition 2.32 (Direct derivation)
Let G = (N,T, P, S) be a phrase-structure grammar, r : α → β ∈ P , and x, y ∈ (N ∪ T )∗.
Then, x lhs(r)y directly derives x rhs(r)y according to r in G, denoted by
x lhs(r)y ⇒G x rhs(r)y [r]
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or, briefly,
x lhs(r)y ⇒G x rhs(r)y.
Definition 2.33 (Derivation steps)
Let G = (N,T, P, S) be a phrase-structure grammar.
(a) For any u ∈ (N ∪T )∗, G makes a zero-step derivation from u to u according to ε, which
is written as u⇒0G u [ε] or, briefly, u⇒
0
G u.
(b) For some n ≥ 1, let ui, ui+1 ∈ (N ∪ T )∗, ui ⇒G ui+1 [ri], and pii = pii−1ri, for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n, where pi0 = ε and pin ∈ P ∗. Then, G makes an n-step derivation from u1 to
un+1 according to pin, written as u1 ⇒nG un+1 [pin] or, briefly, u1 ⇒
n
G un+1.
(c) For any u, v ∈ (N ∪T )∗, if there exists n ≥ 0 so u⇒nG v [pin], then u derives v according
to pin in G, written as u⇒∗G v [pin] or, briefly, u⇒
∗
G v.
(d) For any u, v ∈ (N ∪ T )∗, if there exists n ≥ 1 so u⇒nG v [pin], then u properly derives v
according to pin in G, written as u⇒
+
G v [pin] or, briefly, u⇒
+
G v.
Mathematically, ⇒kG, ⇒
+
G, and ⇒
∗
G denote k-fold product, transitive closure, and re-
flexive and transitive closure of ⇒G, respectively.
Definition 2.34 (Language generated by G)
Let G = (N,T, P, S) be a phrase-structure grammar. Then, the language generated by G,
L(G), is defined as L(G) = {w ∈ T ∗ | S ⇒∗G w [pi]}.
Chomsky hierarchy of languages
In [5], Noam Chomsky has introduced a classification of grammars, based on restrictions
placed on their set of rules, and a families of languages generated by these grammars.
Definition 2.35 (Chomsky classification of grammars)
Let G = (N,T, P, S) be a phrase-structure grammar. Then, the G is said to be
• an unrestricted (or type 0 ) grammar if each rule from P is of the form α→ β, where
α ∈ (N ∪ T )∗N(N ∪ T )∗ and β ∈ (N ∪ T )∗,
• a context-sensitive (or type 1 ) grammar if each rule from P −{S → ε} is of the form
αAβ → αγβ, where A ∈ N , α, β ∈ (N ′ ∪ T )∗, γ ∈ (N ′ ∪ T )+, and N ′ = {X ∈ N |
S → ε ∈ P =⇒ X 6= S},
• a context-free (or type 2 ) grammar if each rule from P is of the form A → γ, where
A ∈ N and γ ∈ (N ∪ T )∗,
• a linear grammar if each rule from P is of the form A → γ, where A ∈ N and
γ ∈ T ∗(N ∪ {ε})T ∗,
• a right-linear (or type 3 ) grammar if each rule from P is of the form A → uB or
A→ u, where A,B ∈ N and u ∈ T ∗.
In Defintion 2.32, and for context-free grammars only, if x ∈ T ∗, then ⇒G is said to be
a leftmost direct derivation, denoted by ⇒lm G. Analogously, if y ∈ T
∗, then ⇒G is said
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to be a rightmost direct derivation, denoted by ⇒rm G. ⇒
k
X G, ⇒
+
X G, and ⇒
∗
X G, where
X ∈ {lm, rm}, are defined as usual.
By abbrevations RE, CS, CF, LIN, and REG are denoted the families of recursively
enumerable languages generated by unrestricted grammars, context-sensitive languages
generated by context-sensitive grammars, context-free languages generated by context-free
grammars, linear languages generated by linear grammars, and regular languages generated
by right-linear grammars, respectively.
Theorem 2.36 REG ⊂ LIN ⊂ CF ⊂ CS ⊂ RE.
Proof of Theorem 2.36. See [18].
2.4 Automata
As a counterpart to grammars, in the formal language theory, automata are models for
accepting languages. This section reviews only finite and pushdown automata because they
are used as components in automata systems mentioned in Chapter 3 and in the new type
of automata system introduced in Chapter 4.
Finite automaton
Definition 2.37 (Finite automaton)
A finite automaton (FA, for short), M , is a quintuple M = (Q,Σ, R, s, F ), where
• Q is a finite set of states,
• Σ is an input alphabet, Q ∩ Σ = ∅,
• R ⊆ Q(Σ ∪ {ε}) ×Q is a finite set of rules,
• s ∈ Q is the initial state,
• F ⊆ Q is a set of final states.
Moreover, if R has the properties of function and ∀p ∈ Q ∀a ∈ Σ: p→ q ∈ R =⇒ pa→ q′ /∈
R, q, q′ ∈ Q then FA is said to be a deterministic FA, shortly DFA.
Convention: Instead of (pa, q) ∈ R, the form pa→ q ∈ R is preferred.
Definition 2.38 (Configuration of FA)
Let M = (Q,Σ, R, s, F ) be a finite automaton. Then, a configuration of M , χ, is defined
as χ ∈ QΣ∗.
Definition 2.39 (Move in FA)
Let M = (Q,Σ, R, s, F ) be a finite automaton, and let χ = paw, χ′ = qw be two configura-
tions of M , where w ∈ Σ∗, a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, and p, q ∈ Q. Let r : pa→ q ∈ R be a rule. Then,
M makes a move from χ to χ′ according to r, written as χ `M χ′ [r] or, briefly, χ `M χ′.
Sequences of moves in FA are defined analogously as the sequences of derivation steps
in Definition 2.33. Therefore, `kM , `
+
M , and `
∗
M denote k-fold product, transitive closure,
and reflexive and transitive closure of `M , respectively.
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Definition 2.40 (Language and the family of languages accepted by FA)
Let M = (Q,Σ, R, s, F ) be a finite automaton. The language accepted by M , L(M), is
defined as L(M) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | sw `∗M f [pi], f ∈ F}, and the family of languages accepted
by FA is denoted by L (FA).
Theorem 2.41 L (FA) = REG.
Proof of Theorem 2.41. See [18].
Pushdown automaton
Definition 2.42 (Pushdown automaton)
A pushdown automaton (PDA, for short), M , is a septuple M = (Q,Σ,Γ, R, s, S, F ), where
• Q is a finite set of states,
• Σ is an input alphabet,
• Γ is a pushdown alphabet, Q, Σ and Γ are pairwise disjoint,
• R ⊆ ΓQ(Σ ∪ {ε}) × Γ∗Q is a finite set of rules,
• s ∈ Q is an initial state,
• S ∈ Γ is an initial symbol on pushdown,
• F ⊆ Q is a set of final states.
Convention: Instead of (Apa, xq) ∈ R, the form Apa→ xq ∈ R is preferred.
Definition 2.43 (Configuration of PDA)
Let M = (Q,Σ,Γ, R, s, S, F ) be a pushdown automaton. Then, a configuration of M , χ, is
defined as χ ∈ Γ∗QΣ∗.
Definition 2.44 (Move in PDA)
LetM = (Q,Σ,Γ, R, s, S, F ) be a pushdown automaton, and let χ = vApaw and χ′ = vxqw
be two configurations of M , where v, x ∈ Γ∗, A ∈ Γ, p, q ∈ Q, w ∈ Σ∗, and a ∈ Σ∪{ε}. Let
r : Apa → xq ∈ R be a rule. Then, M makes a move from χ to χ′ according to r, written
as χ `M χ′ [r] or, briefly, χ `M χ′.
The definitions of `kM , `
+
M , and `
∗
M are identical as in FA.
Definition 2.45 (Languages and the families of languages accepted by PDA)
Let M = (Q,Σ,Γ, R, s, S, F ) be a pushdown automaton. Then, the language that M
accepts by final state, Lf (M), the language that M accepts by empty pushdown, Lε(M),
and the language that M accepts by final state and empty pushdown, L(M), are defined as
follows:
• Lf (M) = {w ∈ Σ
∗ | Ssw `∗M γf [pi], γ ∈ Γ
∗, f ∈ F},
• Lε(M) = {w ∈ Σ
∗ | Ssw `∗M q [pi], q ∈ Q},
• L(M) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | Ssw `∗M f [pi], f ∈ F}.
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Let PDAf , PDAε , and PDA denote a PDA accepting its input by final state, a PDA
accepting its input by empty pushdown, and a PDA accepting its input by final state
and empty pushdown, respectively. Then, the family of languages accepted by X, where
X ∈ { PDAf , PDAε ,PDA}, is denoted by L (X).
Definition 2.46 (Deterministic PDA)
Let M = (Q,Σ,Γ, R, s, S, F ) be a pushdown automaton. Then,M is said to be a determin-
istic pushdown automaton (DPDA, for short), if and only if the following two conditions
are met:
(a) the relation R has the properties of function,
(b) ∀A ∈ Γ ∀p ∈ Q ∀a ∈ Σ: Ap→ xq ∈ R =⇒ Apa→ x′q′ /∈ R, x, x′ ∈ Γ∗, q, q′ ∈ Q.
Conventions: Under the abbrevation DPDA are considered only these deterministic push-
down automata which accept their input by final state. Analogously to Definition 2.45,
L (DPDA) denotes the family of languages accepted by DPDA, the family of deterministic
context-free languages.
Theorem 2.47 REG ⊂ L (DPDA) ⊂ L (PDA) = L ( PDAε ) = L ( PDAf ) = CF.
Proof of Theorem 2.47. See [18].
Definition 2.48 (Finite-turn PDA)
Let M = (Q,Σ,Γ, R, s, S, F ) be a pushdown automaton. According to the mode of ac-
ceptance of M , let χf be the final configuration of M . Furthermore, let Λ = {aˆ, a˙, aˇ} be
a pushdown track alphabet, where Λ, Σ, and Γ are pairwise disjoint. Define a homomor-
phism, ϕ, from R∗ to Λ∗, as
ϕ(Apa→ xq) = a iff |x| + 1,
where (a,+) ∈ {(aˇ, <), (a˙,=), (aˆ, >)}. Furthermore, let LS (w) = {pi | Ssw `∗M χf [pi]}, and
let npeaks be a function from Λ∗ to N defined as
npeaks(w) = card({v | w = a˙kaˇv ∨ w = uaˆa˙kaˇv, u, v ∈ Λ∗, k ≥ 0}).
Let nturns(w) = min({npeaks(ω) | ω ∈ ϕ(LS (w))}) be a function from Σ∗ to N. Then,
M is said to be an n-turn PDA (n-tPDA, for short) if there exists n such that n ≥
max({nturns(w) | w ∈ L(M)}). The family of languages accepted by n-tPDA is denoted
by L (n-tPDA).
Theorem 2.49 L (1-tPDA) = LIN.
Proof of Theorem 2.49. See [11].
The following theorem from [11] plays a crucial role during investigation of the new type
of automata system defined in Chapter 4.
Theorem 2.50 For each recursively enumerable language L, there exist deterministic
context-free languages A ∈ L (DPDA) and B ∈ L (DPDA), and a homomorphism h such
that
L = h(A ∩B).
Proof of Theorem 2.50. See [11].
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2.5 Regulated formal models
Under the term regulated formal model is understood a formal model which use some
prespecified regulation during the word generating or accepting process. Such regulation
increases the generative or accepting power of the original formal model. In matrix gram-
mars, reviewed further, the regulation is based on restrictions imposed to the rule selection
during the sentence derivation.
Matrix grammars
Definition 2.51 (Matrix grammar)
A matrix grammar (MAT, for short), H, is defined as a pair H = (G,M), where G =
(N,T, P, S) is a context-free grammar, and M ⊂ P ∗ is a finite set of matrices.
Definition 2.52 (Direct derivation in MAT)
Let H = (G,M) be a matrix grammar, where G = (N,T, P, S). Furthermore, let u, v ∈
(N ∪ T )∗, m ∈ M , and u ⇒|m|G v [m]. Then, H makes a direct derivation step from u to v
according to m, written as u⇒H v [m], or, briefly, u⇒H v.
The k-fold product, ⇒kH , transitive closure, ⇒
+
H , and reflexive and transitive closure,
⇒∗H , of ⇒H , are defined as usual, but with the difference that for more clarity is preferred
the notation u⇒kH v [m1.m2. . . . .mk] instead of u⇒
k
H v [m1m2 . . . mn].
Definition 2.53 (Language and the families of languages generated by MAT)
Let H = (G,M) be a matrix grammar, where G = (N,T, P, S). The language generated
by H, L(H), is defined as
L(H) = {w ∈ T ∗ | S ⇒∗H w [pi]},
where pi ∈ M({.}M)∗. The family of languages generated by matrix grammars is denoted
by MAT, and the family of languages generated by matrix grammars without erasing rules
is denoted by MAT/ε .
Theorem 2.54 The families of languages generated by matrix grammars have the following
properties:
(a) CF ⊂MAT/ε ⊂ CS,
(b) CF ⊂MAT/ε ⊂MAT ⊂ RE,
(c) MAT and CS are incomparable.
Proof of Theorem 2.54. Follows from Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 in [25].
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Chapter 3
Related Grammar and Automata
Systems
The early work on grammar systems was indroduced by Csuhaj-Varjú and Dassow in [6],
where the presented grammar systems, denoted as cooperating distributed grammar systems,
were inspired[21] by the problem-solving method called blackboard model, and were used
as a grammatical model for this method. Besides the CD grammar systems, where the
components work sequentialy, the parallel communicating grammar systems, introduced
by Saˆntean in [23], represent the parallel approach to problem solving. The CD and PC
automata systems were introduced as a counterparts of CD and PC grammar systems,
respectively.
In the following sections are reviewed the selected types of PC grammar and automata
systems, especially PC grammar and automata systems introduced and investigated by
Lukáš and Meduna[15, 16], and Čermák[3]. Because the CD grammar and automata sys-
tems are not directly related to this work, the detailed informations about them can be
found in literature (see [6, 7, 9, 14]).
3.1 Early work on PC grammar and automata systems
PC grammar systems
PC grammar systems[26] consist of a finite number of grammars, called components, and
a finite set of the query symbols. In these systems, each component works synchronously
on its own sentencial form. When some component derives a sentecial form containing
query symbols, each query symbol in this sentencial form is immediately replaced by the
sentencial form of the component to which a query symbol is refering to. The language of
a PC grammar system is the language of the one distinguished component of this system.
Definition 3.1 (PC grammar system)
A parallel communicating grammar system (PCGS, for short) of degree n, Γ, is defined as
an (n + 1)-tuple Γ = (K,G1, G2, . . . , Gn), where Gi = (N,T, Pi, Si), called ith component
of Γ, is a context-free grammar, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1, and K = {Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn} is a set
of query symbols such that K ⊆ N .
In Definition 3.1, if K ∩
⋃n
i=2
⋃
r∈Pi
alph(rhs(r)) = ∅, then the PC grammar system Γ is
said to be a centralized PC grammar system, otherwise the PC grammar system Γ is said
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to be a non-centralized PC grammar system.
Definition 3.2 (Configuration of PCGS)
Let Γ = (K,G1, G2, . . . , Gn) be a PCGS of degree n, where Gi = (N,T, Pi, Si), for all 1 ≤
i ≤ n, n ≥ 1. Then, a configuration of Γ, χ, is defined as an n-tuple χ = (α1, α2, . . . , αn),
where αi ∈ (N ∪ T )∗, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Definition 3.3 (Direct derivation in PCGS)
Let Γ = (K,G1, G2, . . . , Gn) be a PCGS of degree n, where Gi = (N,T, Pi, Si), for all 1 ≤
i ≤ n, n ≥ 1, and let χ = (α1, α2, . . . , αn) and χ′ = (β1, β2, . . . , βn) be two configurations
of Γ. Furthermore, define V = N ∪ T , V−K = V − K, and a substitution, σ, from V ∗ to
V ∗−K , as
σ(Qp) = αp, Qp ∈ K, 1 ≤ p ≤ n,
σ(a) = a, a ∈ V−K .
Then, Γ makes a direct derivation step in mode X from χ to χ′, written as χ ⇒X Γ χ
′,
where X ∈ {r, nr}, if and only if one of the following two conditions holds:
(a) {i | alph(αi) ∩K 6= ∅, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} = ∅, and for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, either αi ⇒Gi βi, or
αi ∈ T
∗ and βi = αi,
(b) {i | alph(αi)∩K 6= ∅, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} 6= ∅; then for each i ∈ {i | alph(αi)∩K 6= ∅, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}:
• if {Qr | Qr ∈ alph(αp)∩K,Qp ∈ alph(αi)∩K} = ∅, then βi = σ(αi), and for each
j such that Qj ∈ alph(αi) ∩K, if X = r, then βj = Sj, otherwise βj = αj,
• if {Qr | Qr ∈ alph(αp) ∩K,Qp ∈ alph(αi) ∩K} 6= ∅, then βi = αi,
and for each r, 1 ≤ r ≤ n, such that alph(αr) ∩K = ∅ and Qr /∈
⋃n
j=1 alph(αj) ∩K,
put βr = αr.
The k-fold product, ⇒kX Γ, transitive closure, ⇒
+
X Γ , and reflexive and transitive closure,
⇒∗X Γ, of ⇒X Γ, where X ∈ {r, nr}, are defined as usual.
Definition 3.4 (Language and the families of languages generated by PCGS)
Let Γ = (K,G1, G2, . . . , Gn) be a PCGS of degree n, where Gi = (N,T, Pi, Si), for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1. Then, the language generated by Γ in returning mode, Lr(Γ), and the
language generated by Γ in non-returning mode, Lnr(Γ), are defined as
LX(Γ) = {w ∈ T
∗ | (S1, S2, . . . , Sn) ⇒
∗
X Γ (w,α2, α3, . . . , αn)},
where αi ∈ ((N − K) ∪ T )∗, 2 ≤ i ≤ n, and X ∈ {r, nr}. Let PCnY , CPCnY , NPCnY ,
and NCPCnY denote a non-centralized returning PCGS, a centralized returning PCGS,
a non-centralized non-returning PCGS, and a centralized non-returning PCGS, respectively,
of degree n, and with components of type Y , Y ∈ {REG,LIN,CF}. Then, the family of
languages generated by XnY , whereX ∈ {PC,CPC,NPC,NCPC}, is denoted by L (XnY ).
In Theorem 3.5 are summarized several language properties of PC grammar systems.
Theorem 3.5 The families of languages generated by PC grammar systems have the fol-
lowing properties:
(a) L (CPCnREG) ⊂ L (CPCn+1REG), n ≥ 1,
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(b) L (CPCnREG)− LIN 6= ∅, n ≥ 2,
(c) L (CPCnREG)−CF 6= ∅, n ≥ 3,
(d) L (CPCnREG) ⊂ CS, n ≥ 1,
(e) MAT ⊂ L (PC∞CF),
(f) L (NCPC∞CF) ⊆ L (PC∞CF),
(g) L (CPCnREG) ⊂ L (CPCnLIN) ⊂ L (CPCnCF), n ≥ 1.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. See [19, 20, 21, 23].
PC finite automata systems
PC finite automata systems, introduced by Martín-Vide, Mateescu, and Mitrana in [17],
consist of a finite number of finite automata as components, and a finite set of query
states. During a computation process in PC finite automata system, each component works
simultaneously on its own input tape, until some component makes a move to the query
state. Then, each query state in recent system configuration is replaced by the state from
requested component, and a computation process continues. The PC finite automata system
accept its input if and only if the input is accepted by all its components.
Definition 3.6 (PC finite automata system)
A parallel communicating finite automata system (PCFAS, for short) of degree n, Γ, is
defined as an (n+1)-tuple Γ = (K,M1,M2, . . . ,Mn), whereMi = (Q,Σ, Ri, si, Fi), called ith
component of Γ, is a finite automaton, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1, and K = {K1,K2, . . . ,Kn}
is a set of query states such that K ⊆ Q.
In Definition 3.6, if K ∩
⋃n
i=2
⋃
r∈Ri
rhs(r) = ∅, then the PCFAS Γ is said to be a cen-
tralized PCFAS, otherwise Γ is said to be a non-centralized PCFAS. The PCFAS Γ is said
to be a deterministic PCFAS Γ if and only if all components of PCFAS Γ are deterministic
finite automata.
Definition 3.7 (Configuration of PCFAS)
Let Γ = (K,M1,M2, . . . ,Mn) be a PCFAS of degree n, n ≥ 1. A configuration of Γ, χ,
is defined as an n-tuple χ = (α1, α2, . . . , αn), where αi is a configuration of Mi, for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Definition 3.8 (Computation step in PCFAS)
Let Γ = (K,M1,M2, . . . ,Mn) be a PCFAS of degree n, where Mi = (Q,Σ, Ri, si, Fi), for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1, and let χ = (α1, α2, . . . , αn) and χ′ = (β1, β2, . . . , βn) be two
configurations of Γ, where αi = pixi, βi = qiyi, pi, qi ∈ Q, and xi, yi ∈ Σ∗, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Then, Γ makes a computation step in mode X from χ to χ′, written as χ `X Γ χ
′, where
X ∈ {r, nr}, if and only if one of the following two conditions holds:
(a) {i | pi ∈ K, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} = ∅, and αi `Mi βi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
(b) {i | pi ∈ K, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} 6= ∅; then, for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n:
• if pi = Kj and pj /∈ K, then qi = pj, and if X = r, then qj = sj, otherwise qj = pj,
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• if pi /∈ K and {j | pj = Ki, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} = ∅, then qi = pi,
and yt = xt, for all 1 ≤ t ≤ n.
The k-fold product, `kX Γ, transitive closure, `
+
X Γ , and reflexive and transitive closure,
`∗X Γ, of `X Γ, where X ∈ {r, nr}, are defined as usual.
Definition 3.9 (Language and the families of languages accepted by PCFAS)
Let Γ = (K,M1,M2, . . . ,Mn) be a PCFAS of degree n, where Mi = (Q,Σ, Ri, si, Fi), for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1. The language accepted by Γ in non-returning mode, Lnr(Γ), and the
language accepted by Γ in returning mode, Lr(Γ), are defined as
LX(Γ) = {w ∈ Σ
∗ | (s1w, s2w, . . . , snw) `
∗
X Γ (f1, f2, . . . , fn), fi ∈ Fi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n},
where X ∈ {r, nr}. Let PCnFA, CPCnFA, RPCnFA, and RCPCnFA denote a non-
centralized non-returning PCFAS, a centralized non-returning PCFAS, a non-centralized
returning PCFAS, and a centralized returning PCFAS, respectively, of degree n. Then,
the family of languages accepted by XnFA, where X ∈ {D, ε}{PC,CPC,RPC,RCPC}, is
denoted by L (XnFA). The prefix D means that the PCFAS is deterministic.
Theorem 3.10 The families of languages accepted by PC finite automata systems have
the following properties:
(a) L (XnFA) ⊆ L (Xn+1FA), where X ∈ {D, ε}{PC,CPC,RPC,RCPC}, n ≥ 1.
(b) For every L ∈ RE, L ⊆ Σ∗, there exists PC2FA Γ = (K,M1,M2), where Mi =
(Q,Σ ∪ Σˆ, Ri, si, Fi), 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, and a homomorphism from (Σ ∪ Σˆ)
∗ to Σ∗, ϕ, where
for every a ∈ Σ is ϕ(a) = a, and for every aˆ ∈ Σˆ is ϕ(aˆ) = ε, such that L = ϕ(Lnr(Γ)).
(c) L (RCPCnFA)−L (CPCmREG) 6= ∅, n ≥ 2, m ≥ 2.
Proof of Theorem 3.10. See [17].
PC pushdown automata systems
PC pushdown automata systems consist of a finite number of pushdown automata and
a set of query symbols, which is a subset of a common pushdown alphabet. These systems,
introduced by Csuhaj-Varjú, Martín-Vide, Mitrana, and Vaszil in [8], use the similar coop-
eration protocol as PC finite automata systems. Therefore, during a computation process
in PC pushdown automata system, each component works simultaneously on its own input
tape and pushdown, until a query symbol appears on the top of the pushdown of some
component. In this case, a computation process is suspended, and each component with
a query symbol on the top of its pushdown replaces this query symbol by the content of the
pushdown of the component to which a query symbol is refering to, and the computation
process continues. As in PC finite automata systems, the PC pushdown automata system
accept its input if and only if the input is accepted by all its components.
Although the PC grammar and automata systems reviewed above are based on the same
cooperation protocol, they have different generative/computational power. For example,
the family of languages accepted by PC non-centralized non-returning pushdown automata
systems of degree 2 is equal to the family of recursively enumerable languages, but the
family of languages generated by corresponding PC grammar systems with context-free
components not.
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Besides the reviewed PC grammar and automata systems, in literature are studied many
others variants of PC grammar and automata systems (see [2, 13, 22]).
3.2 Multigenerative grammar systems
Multigenerative grammar systems were introduced[15, 16] by Lukáš and Meduna as a new
systems of formal models. In general, an n-generative grammar system consists of n context-
free grammars as its components, which are controlled by a finite set of n-tuples consisting
of either nonterminal symbols or rules. The communication between components is realized
by synchronization — during one generation step in a system, only those rules, which are
determined by some control n-tuple, can be simultaneously used for deriving new sentencial
forms of system components. According to the type of synchronization, multigenerative
grammar systems are either nonterminal synchronized or rule synchronized. The type of
synchronization is derived from the type of elements of control n-tuples. Moreover, each
component of a system can be restricted to make only leftmost derivations. According to
this criteria, a multigenerative grammar system is said to be
• a canonical, if and only if all components of a system are restricted to make only
leftmost derivations,
• a general, if and only if there are no restrictions placed on the components of a system,
• a hybrid, if and only if at least one, but not all, components of a system are restricted
to make only leftmost derivations.
For multigenerative grammar systems are defined three types of languages: languages con-
sisting of all words generated by the first component, languages consisting of concatenation
of all words generated by all components, and languages consisting of all words generated
by all components of a system.
Definition 3.11 (n-Generative nonterminal synchronized grammar system)
An n-generative nonterminal synchronized grammar system (n-GN, for short), Γ, is defined
as an (n+1)-tuple Γ = (G1, G2, . . . , Gn, Q), whereGi = (Ni, Ti, Pi, Si), called ith component
of Γ, is a context-free grammar, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1, and Q ⊆ N1 ×N2 × · · · × Nn is
a finite set of control n-tuples consisting of nonterminal symbols. By n-CGN, n-GGN, and
n-HGN are denoted a canonical n-GN, a general n-GN, and a hybrid n-GN, respectively.
Definition 3.12 (n-Generative rule synchronized grammar system)
An n-generative rule synchronized grammar system (n-GR, for short), Γ, is defined as an
(n + 1)-tuple Γ = (G1, G2, . . . , Gn, Q), where Gi = (Ni, Ti, Pi, Si), called ith component of
Γ, is a context-free grammar, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1, and Q ⊆ P1×P2×· · ·×Pn is a finite
set of control n-tuples consisting of rules. By n-CGR, n-GGR, and n-HGR are denoted
canonical n-GR, general n-GR, and hybrid n-GR, respectively.
In hybrid multigenerative grammar systems, the components which are restricted to
make only leftmost derivations are prefixed by exclamation mark, e.g. in hybrid 4-generative
grammar system Γ = (G1, !G2, G3, !G4, Q), components G2 and G4 can make only leftmost
derivations.
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Definition 3.13 (Sentencial n-form)
Let Γ = (G1, G2, . . . , Gn, Q) be either n-XGN or n-XGR, where Gi = (Ni, Ti, Pi, Si), for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1, X ∈ {C,G,H}. Then, a sentencial n-form of Γ, χ, is defined as an
n-tuple χ = (α1, α2, . . . , αn), where αi ∈ (Ni ∪ Ti)∗, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Definition 3.14 (Direct derivation in n-GN)
Let Γ = (G1, G2, . . . , Gn, Q) be an n-XGN, where Gi = (Ni, Ti, Pi, Si), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
n ≥ 1, X ∈ {C,G,H}. Furthermore, let χ = (u1A1v1, u2A2v2, . . . , unAnvn) and χ′ =
(u1x1v1, u2x2v2, . . . , unxnvn) be two sentencial n-forms of Γ, where
• ui ∈ T
∗
i , if X = C, or X = H and Gi is !Gi in Γ, otherwise ui ∈ (Ni ∪ Ti)
∗,
• Ai ∈ Ni,
• xi, vi ∈ (Ni ∪ Ti)
∗,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then, χ directly derives χ′ in Γ, denoted by χ ⇒Γ χ′, if and only if
Ai → xi ∈ Pi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and (A1, A2, . . . , An) ∈ Q.
Definition 3.15 (Direct derivation in n-GR)
Let Γ = (G1, G2, . . . , Gn, Q) be an n-XGR, where Gi = (Ni, Ti, Pi, Si), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
n ≥ 1, X ∈ {C,G,H}. Furthermore, let χ = (u1A1v1, u2A2v2, . . . , unAnvn) and χ′ =
(u1x1v1, u2x2v2, . . . , unxnvn) be two sentencial n-forms of Γ, where
• ui ∈ T
∗
i , if X = C, or X = H and Gi is !Gi in Γ, otherwise ui ∈ (Ni ∪ Ti)
∗,
• Ai ∈ Ni,
• xi, vi ∈ (Ni ∪ Ti)
∗,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then, χ directly derives χ′ in Γ, denoted by χ ⇒Γ χ′, if and only if
ri : Ai → xi ∈ Pi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and (r1, r2, . . . , rn) ∈ Q.
The k-fold product, ⇒kΓ, transitive closure, ⇒
+
Γ , and reflexive and transitive closure,
⇒∗Γ, of ⇒Γ, are defined as usual.
Definition 3.16 (n-Language generated by n-GN or n-GR)
Let Γ = (G1, G2, . . . , Gn, Q) be either n-XGN or n-XGR, where Gi = (Ni, Ti, Pi, Si), for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1, X ∈ {C,G,H}. Then, the n-language generated by Γ, n-L(Γ), is
defined as
n-L(Γ) = {(w1, w2, . . . , wn) | (S1, S2, . . . , Sn)⇒∗Γ (w1, w2, . . . , wn), wi ∈ Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
Definition 3.17 (Languages generated by n-GN and n-GR)
Let Γ = (G1, G2, . . . , Gn, Q) be either n-XGN or n-XGR, where Gi = (Ni, Ti, Pi, Si), for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1, X ∈ {C,G,H}. Then, the language generated by Γ in the union
mode, Lunion(Γ), the language generated by Γ in the concatenation mode, Lconc(Γ), and the
language generated by Γ in the first mode, Lfirst(Γ), are defined as
Lunion(Γ) =
⋃n
i=1{wi | (w1, w2, . . . , wn) ∈ n-L(Γ)},
Lconc(Γ) = {w1w2 . . . wn | (w1, w2, . . . , wn) ∈ n-L(Γ)},
Lfirst(Γ) = {w1 | (w1, w2, . . . , wn) ∈ n-L(Γ)}.
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Definition 3.18 (The families of languages generated by n-GN and n-GR)
The family of languages generated by n-X in the Y mode, LY (n-X), is defined as
LY (n-X) = {L | ∃Γ: L = LY (Γ) ∧ Γ is an n-X},
where X ∈ {C,G,H}{G}{N,R}, Y ∈ {union, conc,first}, and n ≥ 1.
Also, the generative capacity of multigenerative grammar systems was investigated. The
results[15, 16] are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.19 The families of languages generated by n-GN and n-GR have the following
properties:
(a) LX(n-CGN) = LX(n-CGR), n ≥ 1,
(b) LX(2-CGR) = RE,
(c) LX(n-GGN) = LX(n-GGR), n ≥ 1,
(d) LX(n-GGR) ⊆MAT ⊆ LX(2-GGR), n ≥ 1,
(e) LX(n-GGR) = MAT, n ≥ 2,
where X ∈ {union, conc,first}.
Proof of Theorem 3.19. See [15, 16].
It is well known[18] that using only leftmost derivations during generative process in
some contex-free grammar do not change its generative capacity. But, as we see in Theorem
3.19, this is not true for multigenerative grammar systems.
3.3 n-Accepting restricted pushdown automata systems
As a counterpart to canonical n-generative grammar systems, two variants of n-accepting
restricted pushdown automata systems were introduced[3] by Čermák.
The first variant, n-accepting state-restricted automata systems, an n-CGN counterpart,
consist of n pushdown automata as their components, which are controlled by a finite set of
switch rules. The main role of switch rules is to determine which components of a system are
enabled and which are disabled. At the begin of a computation, all components are enabled,
so they can make moves according to corresponding rules. When all enabled components
simultaneously made their moves (disabled components do nothing), according to their
states is selected a corresponding switch rule, if such rule exists, and with respect to the
selected switch rule, components of a system change their activities. If a corresponding
switch rule does not exists, activities of system components remain unchanged.
The second variant, n-accepting move-restricted automata systems, control their compo-
nents, which are the same type as in the first variant, using a finite set of n-tuples consisting
of rules. These n-tuples are used to synchronization exactly in the same way as in n-CGR,
an equivalent counterpart to the mentioned variant.
In both variants, a pushdown automaton is a pushdown automaton accepting its input
by empty pushdown.
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Definition 3.20 (n-Accepting state-restricted automata system)
An n-accepting state-restricted automata system (n-SAS, for short), Γ, is defined as an
(n+1)-tuple Γ = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mn,Ψ), where Mi = (Qi,Σ,Γi, Ri, si, Si, ∅), called ith com-
ponent of Γ, is a PDAε , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1, and Ψ ⊆ (Q1 ×Q2 × · · · ×Qn)× ({e, d})
n
is a finite set of switch rules, where by symbols e and d are denoted enabled and disabled
components of the system, respectively.
Definition 3.21 (n-Accepting move-restricted automata system)
An n-accepting move-restricted automata system (n-MAS, for short), Γ, is defined as an
(n+1)-tuple Γ = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mn,Ψ), where Mi = (Qi,Σ,Γi, Ri, si, Si, ∅), called ith com-
ponent of Γ, is a PDAε , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1, and Ψ ⊆ R1×R2× · · · ×Rn is a finite set
of n-tuples consisting of rules.
Definition 3.22 (n-Configuration of n-SAS)
Let Γ = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mn,Ψ) be an n-SAS, where Mi = (Qi,Σ,Γi, Ri, si, Si, ∅), for all 1 ≤
i ≤ n, n ≥ 1. Then, an n-configuration of Γ, χ, is defined as χ = ((α1)h1 , (α2)h2 , . . . , (αn)hn),
where αi ∈ Γ∗iQiΣ
∗, hi ∈ {e, d}, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Definition 3.23 (n-Configuration of n-MAS)
Let Γ = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mn,Ψ) be an n-MAS, where Mi = (Qi,Σ,Γi, Ri, si, Si, ∅), for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1. Then, an n-configuration of Γ, χ, is defined as χ = (α1, α2, . . . , αn),
where αi ∈ Γ∗iQiΣ
∗, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Definition 3.24 (Computation step in n-SAS)
Let Γ = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mn,Ψ) be an n-SAS, where Mi = (Qi,Σ,Γi, Ri, si, Si, ∅), for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1. Furthermore, let χ = ((γ1q1w1)h1 , (γ2q2w2)h2 , . . . , (γnqnwn)hn) and χ′ =
((γ′1q
′
1w
′
1)
h′
1 , (γ′2q
′
2w
′
2)
h′
2 , . . . , (γ′nq
′
nw
′
n)
h′
n) be two n-configurations of Γ, where γi, γ′i ∈ Γ
∗
i ,
qi, q
′
i ∈ Qi, wi, w
′
i ∈ Σ
∗, and hi, h′i ∈ {e, d}, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then, Γ makes a computation
step from χ to χ′, denoted by χ `Γ χ′, if and only if for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the following
holds:
• if hi = d, then γiqiwi = γ′iq
′
iw
′
i,
• if hi = e, then γiqiwi `Mi γ
′
iq
′
iw
′
i,
• if (q′1, q
′
2, . . . , q
′
n)→ (g1, g2, . . . , gn) ∈ Ψ, then h
′
i = gi,
• if (q′1, q
′
2, . . . , q
′
n) → (g1, g2, . . . , gn) /∈ Ψ, for all (g1, g2, . . . , gn) ∈ ({e, d})
n, then h′i =
hi.
Definition 3.25 (Computation step in n-MAS)
Let Γ = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mn,Ψ) be an n-MAS, where Mi = (Qi,Σ,Γi, Ri, si, Si, ∅), for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1. Furthermore, let χ = (χ1, χ2, . . . , χn) and χ′ = (χ′1, χ
′
2, . . . , χ
′
n) be two
n-configurations of Γ, where χi and χ′i are configurations of Mi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then,
Γ makes a computation step from χ to χ′, denoted by χ `Γ χ′, if and only if χi `Mi χ
′
i [ri],
ri ∈ Ri, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and (r1, r2, . . . , rn) ∈ Ψ.
The k-fold product, `kΓ, transitive closure, `
+
Γ , and reflexive and transitive closure, `
∗
Γ,
of `Γ, are defined as usual.
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Definition 3.26 (n-Language accepted by n-SAS)
Let Γ = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mn,Ψ) be an n-SAS, where Mi = (Qi,Σ,Γi, Ri, si, Si, ∅), for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1. Then, the n-language accepted by Γ, n-L(Γ), is defined as
n-L(Γ) = {(w1, w2, . . . , wn) | ((S1s1w1)e, (S2s2w2)e, . . . , (Snsnwn)e)
`∗Γ ((q1)
h1 , (q2)
h2 , . . . , (qn)
hn)},
where wi ∈ Σ∗, qi ∈ Qi, and hi ∈ {e, d}, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Definition 3.27 (n-Language accepted by n-MAS)
Let Γ = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mn,Ψ) be an n-MAS, where Mi = (Qi,Σ,Γi, Ri, si, Si, ∅), for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1. Then, the n-language accepted by Γ, n-L(Γ), is defined as
n-L(Γ) = {(w1, w2, . . . , wn) | (S1s1w1, S2s2w2, . . . , Snsnwn) `∗Γ (q1, q2, . . . , qn)},
where wi ∈ Σ∗ and qi ∈ Qi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Definition 3.28 (The families of n-languages)
The family of n-languages generated, or eventually accepted, by n-X, L (n-X), is defined
as
L (n-X) = {K | ∃Γ: K = n-L(Γ) ∧ Γ is an n-X},
where X ∈ ({C,G,H}{G}{N,R}) ∪ {SAS,MAS}, and n ≥ 1.
Theorem 3.29 L (n-CGN) = L (n-CGR) = L (n-SAS) = L (n-MAS), n ≥ 1.
Proof of Theorem 3.29. See [3].
Another systems introduced and investigated by Čermák in [3] are hybrid canonical
rule-synchronized n-generative grammar systems (HCGR(t1,t2,...,tn)) and hybrid canonical
move-restricted n-accepting automata systems (HMAS(t1,t2,...,tn)), where ti denotes the type
of ith component of a system, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The definitions of HCGR(t1,t2,...,tn) and
HMAS(t1,t2,...,tn) and their terminology are in principle the same as with n-CGR and n-
MAS, respectively. The only difference is that different generative components and different
accepting components can be used in one grammar and automata system, respectively.
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Chapter 4
State-Synchronized Automata
System
This chapter introduces a new type of automata system, called state-synchronized automata
system, consisting of a finite number of components and a finite control language. As in
HMAS(t1,t2,...,tn), components with different accepting power in one automata system are al-
lowed. A control language contains words of length n, where n is a number of components in
automata system, and ith symbol of every word belongs to a set of states of ith component.
Words from control language are used to control moves performed by system components.
Therefore, all components can simultaneously make their moves in a system if and only
if their states form words from control language. The language of a state-synchronized
automata system is the language of the first component of this system.
4.1 Definitions and examples
For further use, Definition 2.37 will be extended in the way that instead of defining a finite
automaton,M , as a quintupleM = (Q,Σ, R, s, F ), the finite automaton, M , will be defined
as a septuple M = (Q,Σ, ∅, R, s, ε, F ). With this extension, define a component, M , of
a hybrid automata system as a septuple M = (Q,Σ, Γ? , R, s, S? , F ), where the definitions
of Q, Σ, R, s, and F coincide with the definitions of Q, Σ, R, s, and F in Definition 2.37, if
M is a FA, or with the definitions of Q, Σ, R, s, and F in Definition 2.42, if M is a PDA,
respectively. Furthermore, if M is a PDA, then the definitions of Γ? and S? coincide with
the definitions of Γ and S in Definition 2.42, respectively; if M is a FA, then Γ? = ∅ and
S? = ε.
Definition 4.1 (State-synchronized automata system)
A state-synchronized automata system of degree n (SCAS(m1,m2,...,mn)), Γ, is defined as
an (n + 1)-tuple Γ = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mn,Ψ), where Mi = (Qi,Σ, Γ? i, Ri, si, S? i, Fi), called
ith component of Γ, is a finite or (deterministic or 1-turn) pushdown automaton, for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1, and Ψ ⊆ Q1Q2 . . . Qn is a finite control language. Furthermore,
mi ∈ {FA,DPDA, 1-tPDA,PDA} denotes the type of ith component, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Definition 4.2 (Configuration of SCAS)
Let Γ = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mn,Ψ) be a SCAS(m1,m2,...,mn), whereMi= (Qi,Σ, Γ? i, Ri, si, S? i, Fi),
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1. Then, a configuration of Γ, χ, is defined as an n-tuple χ =
(α1, α2, . . . , αn), where αi ∈ Γ∗? iQiΣ
∗, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
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Definition 4.3 (Computation step in SCAS)
Let Γ = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mn,Ψ) be a SCAS(m1,m2,...,mn), whereMi= (Qi,Σ, Γ? i, Ri, si, S? i, Fi),
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1. Furthermore, let Ψf = Ψ∪F1F2 . . . Fn, ω ∈ Ψ, χ = (χ1, χ2, . . . , χn)
and χ′ = (χ′1, χ
′
2, . . . , χ
′
n) be two configurations of Γ, and pii(γiqiwi) = qi, where γi ∈ Γ
∗
? i ,
qi ∈ Qi, and wi ∈ Σ∗, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then, Γ makes a computaion step from χ to χ′
according to ω, written as χ `Γ χ′ [ω], or, briefly, χ `Γ χ′, if and only if χi `Mi χ
′
i [ri],
ri ∈ Ri, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ω = pi1(χ1)pi2(χ2) . . . pin(χn), and pi1(χ′1)pi2(χ
′
2) . . . pin(χ
′
n) ∈ Ψf .
The k-fold product, `kΓ, transitive closure, `
+
Γ , and reflexive and transitive closure, `
∗
Γ,
of `Γ, are defined as usual, but with the difference that for more clarity is preferred the
notation χ `kΓ χ
′ [ω1.ω2. . . . .ωk] instead of χ `kΓ χ
′ [ω1ω2 . . . ωk].
Definition 4.4 (Language and the families of languages accepted by SCAS)
Let Γ = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mn,Ψ) be a SCAS(m1,m2,...,mn), whereMi= (Qi,Σ, Γ? i, Ri, si, S? i, Fi),
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1. Then, the language accepted by Γ, L(Γ), is defined as
L(Γ) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | ( S? 1s1w, S? 2s2, . . . , S? nsn) `
∗
Γ (f1, f2, . . . , fn) [pi]},
where fi ∈ Fi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and pi ∈ Ψ({.}Ψ)∗. The family of languages accepted by
SCAS(m1,m2,...,mn) is denoted by L (SCAS(m1,m2,...,mn)).
Definition 4.5 (Deterministic SCAS)
Let Γ = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mn,Ψ) be a SCAS(m1,m2,...,mn), whereMi= (Qi,Σ, Γ? i, Ri, si, S? i, Fi),
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1. Define a relation R˜i ⊆ ( Γ? i ∪ {ε})Qi(Σ ∪ {ε}) × Γ
∗
? iQi as
R˜i = {u→ v | u→ v ∈ Ri}, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Furthermore, let S, Q, and S∗ be defined as
S = {〈A1, A2, . . . , An〉 | Ai ∈ Γ? i ∪ {ε}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n},
Q = {〈q1, q2, . . . , qn〉 | qi ∈ Qi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n},
S∗ = {〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉 | xi ∈ Γ
∗
? i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
Finally, define a relation R ⊆ SQ(Σ ∪ {ε}) × S∗Q as
R = {〈A1, A2, . . . , An〉〈p1, p2, . . . , pn〉a→ 〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉〈q1, q2, . . . , qn〉 |
∀p1p2 . . . pn ∈ Ψ ∀q1q2 . . . qn ∈ Ψf :
A1p1a→ x1q1 ∈ R˜1, Ajpj → xjqj ∈ R˜j , 2 ≤ j ≤ n,
Ai ∈ Γ? i ∪ {ε}, xi ∈ Γ
∗
? i , pi, qi ∈ Qi, a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n },
where Ψf = Ψ ∪ F1F2 . . . Fn. Then, Γ is said to be a deterministic SCAS(m1,m2,...,mn)
(dSCAS(m1,m2,...,mn)) if and only if the following two conditions are met:
(a) R has the properties of function,
(b) ∀A ∈ S ∀p ∈ Q∀a ∈ Σ: Ap→ xq ∈ R =⇒ Apa→ x′q′ /∈ R, x, x′ ∈ S∗, q, q′ ∈ Q.
As usual, the family of languages accepted by automata system dSCAS(m1,m2,...,mn) is
denoted by L (dSCAS(m1,m2,...,mn)).
In the following example is demonstrated that SCAS(PDA,PDA) is capable to accept
a language which is not context-free.
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Example 4.6: Let Γ = (M,M ′,Ψ) be a SCAS(PDA,PDA), where
• M = ({s, qa, qb, qc, f}, {a, b, c}, {S, a, b, c}, R, s, S, {f}),
• M ′ = ({s′, q′a, q
′
b, q
′
c, f
′}, {a, b, c}, {S′ , a′, b′, c′}, R′, s′, S′, {f ′}),
• R = { R′ = {
1: Ssa→ Saqa, 1
′ : S′s′ → S′q′a,
2: aqaa→ aaqa, 2
′ : S′q′a → S
′q′a,
3: aqab→ aqb, 3
′ : S′q′a → S
′b′q′b,
4: aqbb→ aqb, 4
′ : b′q′b → b
′b′q′b,
5: aqbc→ qc, 5
′ : b′q′b → q
′
c,
6: aqcc→ qc, 6
′ : b′q′c → q
′
c,
7: Sqc → f, 7
′ : S′q′c → f
′
}, },
• Ψ = {ss′, qaq
′
a, qbq
′
b, qcq
′
c}.
The system Γ works in the following way: M reads as until it can and pushes as on its
pushdown; M ′ do nothing. Then, M reads bs, until it can, and simultaneously M ′ pushes
b′s on its pushdown. Finally, M reads cs and pops the as, and simultaneously M ′ pops b′s.
When M has the S symbol on the top of its pushdown, M ′ has the S′ symbol on the top
of its pushdown, and there are no symbols left on the input, M and M ′ make a moves to
their final states and the system Γ accepts. Otherwise, the system Γ rejects. Therefore,
it is easy to see that L(Γ) = {anbncn | n ≥ 1}. The following demonstrates accepting the
word aaabbbccc by Γ:
(Ssaaabbbccc, S′s′) `Γ (Saqaaabbbccc, S
′q′a) [ss
′]
`Γ (Saaqaabbbccc, S
′q′a) [qaq
′
a]
`Γ (Saaaqabbbccc, S
′q′a) [qaq
′
a]
`Γ (Saaaqbbbccc, S
′b′q′b) [qaq
′
a]
`Γ (Saaaqbbccc, S
′b′b′q′b) [qbq
′
b]
`Γ (Saaaqbccc, S
′b′b′b′q′b) [qbq
′
b]
`Γ (Saaqccc, S
′b′b′q′c) [qbq
′
b]
`Γ (Saqcc, S
′b′q′c) [qcq
′
c]
`Γ (Sqc, S
′q′c) [qcq
′
c]
`Γ (f, f
′) [qcq
′
c]
Thus, aaabbbccc ∈ L(Γ) is accepted by Γ according to ss′(.qaq′a)
3(.qbq
′
b)
3(.qcq
′
c)
3.
The way how the system Γ from Example 4.6 rejects wrong input is demonstrated by
Example 4.7.
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Example 4.7: Let Γ be a SCAS(PDA,PDA) given by Example 4.6. The following demon-
strates rejecting the word aabbbccc by Γ:
(Ssaabbbccc, S′s′) `Γ (Saqaabbbccc, S
′q′a) [ss
′]
`Γ (Saaqabbbccc, S
′q′a) [qaq
′
a]
`Γ (Saaqbbbccc, S
′b′q′b) [qaq
′
a]
`Γ (Saaqbbccc, S
′b′b′q′b) [qbq
′
b]
`Γ (Saaqbccc, S
′b′b′b′q′b) [qbq
′
b]
`Γ (Saqccc, S
′b′b′q′c) [qbq
′
b]
`Γ (Sqcc, S
′b′q′c) [qcq
′
c]
The computation step from (Sqcc, S′b′q′c) to (fc, S
′q′c) according to qcq
′
c ∈ Ψ is impossible
to make in Γ because fq′c /∈ Ψ ∪ {ff
′}. Thus, aabbbccc /∈ L(Γ) is rejected by Γ.
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Chapter 5
Power of State-Synchronized
Automata Systems
In Example 4.6 was demonstrated that SCAS(PDA,PDA) can accept a language which is not
context-free. The precise determination of the family of languages accepted by automata
system SCAS(PDA,PDA) and its relation to the Chomsky hierarchy is studied in this chapter.
Another types of SCAS(m1,m2,...,mn), investigated in this chapter, are SCAS containing more
than two pushdown automata, and SCAS with one pushdown automaton and the arbitrary
count of finite automata.
5.1 SCAS with at least two pushdown automata
Theorem 5.1 For every recursively enumerable language, L, there exists a SCAS(PDA,PDA),
Γ, such that L = L(Γ).
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let L be a recursively enumerable language. By Theorem 2.50,
there are two deterministic pushdown automata,
Aˆ = (QˆA, Σˆ ∪ Σ, ΓˆA, RˆA, sˆA, SˆA, FˆA) and Bˆ = (QˆB , Σˆ ∪ Σ, ΓˆB , RˆB , sˆB, SˆB , FˆB),
and a homomorphism, hˆ, defined as
hˆ(aˆ) = ε, aˆ ∈ Σˆ,
hˆ(a) = a, a ∈ Σ,
such that L = hˆ(L(Aˆ) ∩ L(Bˆ)). From Aˆ, Bˆ, and hˆ, we next construct SCAS(PDA,PDA)
Γ = (A,B,Ψ) such that L = L(Γ), as follows: Without any loss of generality, assume that
ΓˆA = ΓˆB. Construct two pushdown automata
A = (QA ∪ QˆA,Σ, ΓˆA, RA, sˆA, SˆA, FˆA) and B = (QB ∪ QˆB,Σ, ΓˆB , RB , sˆB , SˆB , FˆB)
and a control set Ψ in the following way:
(1) QA = {〈axq〉 | Apa→ xq ∈ RˆA, A′p′a→ x′q′ ∈ RˆB , a ∈ Σˆ ∪ Σ},
QB = {〈ax
′q′〉 | Apa→ xq ∈ RˆA, A
′p′a→ x′q′ ∈ RˆB, a ∈ Σˆ ∪Σ},
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(2) RA = {Xp→ Xp | p ∈ QˆA,X ∈ ΓˆA}
∪ {Ap→ xq | Ap→ xq ∈ RˆA}
∪ {Aphˆ(a)→ A〈axq〉, A〈axq〉 → xq |
Apa→ xq ∈ RˆA, A
′p′a→ x′q′ ∈ RˆB, a ∈ Σˆ ∪Σ},
(3) RB = {Xp→ Xp | p ∈ QˆB,X ∈ ΓˆB}
∪ {Ap→ xq | Ap→ xq ∈ RˆB}
∪ {A′p′ → A′〈ax′q′〉, A′〈ax′q′〉 → x′q′ |
Apa→ xq ∈ RˆA, A
′p′a→ x′q′ ∈ RˆB , a ∈ Σˆ ∪ Σ},
(4) Ψ = {pq | p ∈ QˆA, q ∈ QˆB}
∪ {〈axq〉〈ax′q′〉 | Apa→ xq ∈ RˆA, A
′p′a→ x′q′ ∈ RˆB , a ∈ Σˆ ∪ Σ}.
Let ΓΓ be defined as ΓΓ = ΓˆA = ΓˆB and SΓ be defined as SΓ = SˆA = SˆB . Now, the
following claims can be proven.
Claim 5.2 Let Aˆ, Bˆ, hˆ, and Γ be defined as above. If α0p0w `
i
Aˆ
αipi and β0q0w `
j
Bˆ
βjqj,
then (α0p0hˆ(w), β0q0) `
k
Γ (αipi, βjqj), where α0, αi, β0, βj ∈ Γ
∗
Γ, p0, pi ∈ QˆA, q0, qj ∈ QˆB,
w ∈ (Σˆ ∪ Σ)∗, i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1, and k ≥ max({i, j}) + |w|.
Proof of Claim 5.2. This claim is established by induction on |w|, for |w| ≥ 0.
Basis: If α0p0 `iAˆ αipi [o1o2 . . . oi] and β0q0 `
j
Bˆ
βjqj [r1r2 . . . rj], then there exist i rules
ol : Al−1pl−1 → xlpl ∈ RˆA, where Al−1 ∈ ΓΓ, xl ∈ Γ∗Γ, pl−1, pl ∈ QˆA, for all 1 ≤ l ≤ i, and
j rules rm : Bm−1qm−1 → ymqm ∈ RˆB , where Bm−1 ∈ ΓΓ, ym ∈ Γ∗Γ, qm−1, qm ∈ QˆB, for all
1 ≤ m ≤ j. According to the construction above, the following holds:
• {plqm | 0 ≤ l ≤ i, 0 ≤ m ≤ j} ⊆ Ψ,
• Apl → Apl ∈ RA, for all 0 ≤ l ≤ i, A ∈ ΓΓ,
• Bqm → Bqm ∈ RB, for all 0 ≤ m ≤ j, B ∈ ΓΓ,
• ol ∈ RA, for all 1 ≤ l ≤ i,
• rm ∈ RB, for all 1 ≤ m ≤ j,
which means that (α0p0, β0q0) `kΓ (αipi, βjqj), where k ≥ max({i, j}) + |ε|, so the basis
holds.
Induction hypothesis: Suppose that the claim holds for all w ∈ (Σˆ∪Σ)∗, where |w| ≤ t, for
some t ≥ 0.
Induction step: Consider that α0p0aw `i
′
Aˆ
αi′pi′aw `Aˆ αi′+1pi′+1w `
i
Aˆ
αi+i′+1pi+i′+1 and
β0q0aw `
j′
Bˆ
βj′qj′aw `Bˆ βj′+1qj′+1w `
j
Bˆ
βj+j′+1qj+j′+1, where αX , βY ∈ Γ∗Γ, pX ∈ QˆA,
qY ∈ QˆB, X ∈ {0, i′, i′+1, i+ i′+1}, Y ∈ {0, j′, j′+1, j + j′+1}, a ∈ Σˆ∪Σ, i′ ≥ 0, j′ ≥ 0,
i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1, and w, where |w| = t, is from induction hypothesis. Therefore, RˆA and RˆB
have the following properties:
• there exist i′ rules of the form Al−1pl−1 → xlpl in RˆA, where Al−1 ∈ ΓΓ, xl ∈ Γ∗Γ,
pl−1, pl ∈ QˆA, for all 1 ≤ l ≤ i′,
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• there exist j′ rules of the form Bm−1qm−1 → ymqm in RˆB , where Bm−1 ∈ ΓΓ, ym ∈ Γ∗Γ,
qm−1, qm ∈ QˆB, for all 1 ≤ m ≤ j′,
• there exist rules Ai′pi′a → xi′+1pi′+1 ∈ RˆA and Bj′qj′a → yj′+1qj′+1 ∈ RˆB , where
Ai′ , Bj′ ∈ ΓΓ, xi′+1, yj′+1 ∈ Γ∗Γ,
and according to the construction above, the following rules in RA and RB, and words in
Ψ must exist:
(a) {plqm | 0 ≤ l ≤ i′ + 1, 0 ≤ m ≤ j′ + 1} ⊆ Ψ,
(b) Apl → Apl ∈ RA, where pl ∈ QˆA, for all 0 ≤ l ≤ i′ + 1, A ∈ ΓΓ,
(c) Bqm → Bqm ∈ RB , where qm ∈ QˆB , for all 0 ≤ m ≤ j′ + 1, B ∈ ΓΓ,
(d) every rule of the form Al−1pl−1 → xlpl ∈ RˆA is also in RA, for all 1 ≤ l ≤ i′,
(e) every rule of the form Bm−1qm−1 → ymqm ∈ RˆB is also in RB , for all 1 ≤ m ≤ j′,
(f) Ai′pi′hˆ(a)→ Ai′〈axi′+1pi′+1〉 ∈ RA, Ai′〈axi′+1pi′+1〉 → xi′+1pi′+1 ∈ RA,
(g) Bj′qj′ → Bj′〈ayj′+1qj′+1〉 ∈ RB , Bj′〈ayj′+1qj′+1〉 → yj′+1qj′+1 ∈ RB,
(h) 〈axi′+1pi′+1〉〈ayj′+1qj′+1〉 ∈ Ψ.
Then, Γ make the following sequences of computation steps:
(1) (α0p0hˆ(a)hˆ(w), β0q0) `k
′
Γ (αi′pi′hˆ(a)hˆ(w), βj′qj′), where k
′ ≥ max({i′, j′}) + |ε| follows
from cases (a) through (e),
(2) (αi′pi′ hˆ(a)hˆ(w), βj′qj′) `Γ (αi′〈axi′+1pi′+1〉hˆ(w), βj′〈ayj′+1qj′+1〉) follows from cases (f)
through (h),
(3) (αi′〈axi′+1pi′+1〉hˆ(w), βj′〈ayj′+1qj′+1〉) `Γ (αi′+1pi′+1hˆ(w), βj′+1qj′+1) follows from
cases (f) through (h),
(4) (αi′+1pi′+1hˆ(w), βj′+1qj′+1) `kΓ (αd(i)pd(i), βd(j)qd(j)), where k ≥ max({i, j}) + |w|, and
d(x) = x+ x′ + 1, follows from induction hypothesis.
Joining the sequences of computation steps together, we get the following implication:
α0p0aw `
d(i)
Aˆ
αd(i)pd(i) ∧ β0q0aw `
d(j)
Bˆ
βd(j)qd(j)
=⇒ (α0p0hˆ(aw), β0q0) `
k′+2+k
Γ (αd(i)pd(i), βd(j)qd(j)).
Because k ≥ max({i, j}) + |w| is from induction hypothesis, k′ ≥ max({i′, j′}) + |ε|, and
from computation steps (2) and (3) is 2 = max({1, 1}) + |a|, the following inequality holds:
k′ + 2 + k ≥ max({i′, j′}) + max({1, 1}) + max({i, j}) + |εaw| ≥ max({d(i), d(j)}) + |aw|,
and the induction step is completed. Thus, Claim 5.2 holds. 
Claim 5.3 Let Aˆ, Bˆ, hˆ, and Γ be defined as above. For every w¯ ∈ Σ∗, there exists w ∈
hˆ−1(w¯) such that if (α0p0w¯, β0q0) `
2k
Γ (αipi, βjqj), then α0p0w `
i
Aˆ
αipi and β0q0w `
j
Bˆ
βjqj,
where α0, αi, β0, βj ∈ Γ
∗
Γ, p0, pi ∈ QˆA, q0, qj ∈ QˆB, i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1, and 2k ≥ max({i, j})+ |w|.
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Proof of Claim 5.3. This claim is established by induction on k, for k ≥ 1. Without loss of
generality, because both constructed sets RA and RB contain the rules of the form Ap→ Ap,
only the 2k computation steps are considered in Γ. Furthermore, without loss of generality,
consider that rules of the form Ap→ Ap are applied (if it is necessary) at the beginning of
the each pair of computation steps in Γ.
Basis: Let (α0p0w¯, β0q0) `2Γ (αipi, βjqj). These two computation steps can be realized in Γ
in the following ways:
(1) (α0p0w¯, β0q0) `Γ (α0p0w¯, β0q0), using Ap0 → Ap0 ∈ RA, Bq0 → Bq0 ∈ RB, and p0q0 ∈
Ψ, and then (α0p0w¯, β0q0) `Γ (α1p1, β1q1), using Ap0 → xp1 ∈ RA, Bq0 → yq1 ∈ RB ,
and p0q0, p1q1 ∈ Ψ, where α0, α1, β0, β1, x, y ∈ Γ∗Γ, A,B ∈ ΓΓ, p0, p1 ∈ QˆA, q0, q1 ∈ QˆB ,
and w¯ = ε. According to the construction of Γ, there exist Ap0 → xp1 ∈ RˆA and
Bq0 → yq1 ∈ RˆB . Therefore, α0p0 `Aˆ α1p1 and β0q0 `Bˆ β1q1, and we have:
∀w¯ ∈ Σ∗ ∃w ∈ hˆ−1(w¯) :
(α0p0w¯, β0q0) `
2
Γ (α1p1, β1q1) =⇒
α0p0w `Aˆ α1p1 ∧ β0q0w `Bˆ β1q1
∧ 2 ≥ max({1, 1}) + |w|.
Thus, the basis holds for (1).
(2) (α0p0w¯, β0q0) `Γ (α0p0w¯, β1q1), using Ap0 → Ap0 ∈ RA, B0q0 → y1q1 ∈ RB , and
p0q0, p0q1 ∈ Ψ, and then (α0p0w¯, β1q1) `Γ (α1p1, β2q2), using Ap0 → x1p1 ∈ RA,
B1q1 → y2q2 ∈ RB , and p0q1, p1q2 ∈ Ψ, where α0, α1, β0, β1, β2, x1, y1, y2 ∈ Γ∗Γ,
A,B0, B1 ∈ ΓΓ, p0, p1 ∈ QˆA, q0, q1, q2 ∈ QˆB, and w¯ = ε. According to the construction
of Γ, there exist Ap0 → xp1 ∈ RˆA, B0q0 → y1q1 ∈ RˆB , and B1q1 → y2q2 ∈ RˆB .
Therefore, α0p0 `Aˆ α1p1 and β0q0 `
2
Bˆ
β2q2, and we have:
∀w¯ ∈ Σ∗ ∃w ∈ hˆ−1(w¯) :
(α0p0w¯, β0q0) `
2
Γ (α1p1, β2q2) =⇒
α0p0w `Aˆ α1p1 ∧ β0q0w `
2
Bˆ
β2q2
∧ 2 ≥ max({1, 2}) + |w|.
Thus, the basis holds for (2).
(3) (α0p0w¯, β0q0) `Γ (α1p1w¯, β0q0), using A0p0 → x1p1 ∈ RA, Bq0 → Bq0 ∈ RB , and
p0q0, p1q0 ∈ Ψ, and then (α1p1w¯, β0q0) `Γ (α2p2, β1q1), using A1p1 → x2p2 ∈ RA,
Bq0 → y1q1 ∈ RB , and p1q0, p2q1 ∈ Ψ, where α0, α1, α2, β0, β1, x1, x2, y1 ∈ Γ∗Γ,
A0, A1, B ∈ ΓΓ, p0, p1, p2 ∈ QˆA, q0, q1 ∈ QˆB, and w¯ = ε. Analogously as in (2),
we can prove:
∀w¯ ∈ Σ∗ ∃w ∈ hˆ−1(w¯) :
(α0p0w¯, β0q0) `2Γ (α2p2, β1q1) =⇒
α0p0w `
2
Aˆ
α2p2 ∧ β0q0w `Bˆ β1q1
∧ 2 ≥ max({2, 1}) + |w|.
Thus, the basis holds for (3).
(4) (α0p0w¯, β0q0) `Γ (α1p1w¯, β1q1), using A0p0 → x1p1 ∈ RA, B0q0 → y1q1 ∈ RB , and
p0q0, p1q1 ∈ Ψ, and then (α1p1w¯, β1q1) `Γ (α2p2, β2q2), using A1p1 → x2p2 ∈ RA,
B1q1 → y2q2 ∈ RB , and p1q1, p2q2 ∈ Ψ, where α0, α1, α2, β0, β1, β2, x1, x2, y1, y2 ∈ Γ∗Γ,
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A0, A1, B0, B1 ∈ ΓΓ, p0, p1, p2 ∈ QˆA, q0, q1, q2 ∈ QˆB , and w¯ = ε. According to the
construction of Γ, there exist A0p0 → x1p1 ∈ RˆA, A1p1 → x2p2 ∈ RˆA, B0q0 → y1q1 ∈
RˆB , and B1q1 → y2q2 ∈ RˆB . Therefore,
∀w¯ ∈ Σ∗ ∃w ∈ hˆ−1(w¯) :
(α0p0w¯, β0q0) `
2
Γ (α2p2, β2q2) =⇒
α0p0w `
2
Aˆ
α2p2 ∧ β0q0w `
2
Bˆ
β2q2
∧ 2 ≥ max({2, 2}) + |w|.
Thus, the basis holds for (4).
(5) (α0p0w¯, β0q0) `Γ (α0〈ax1p1〉, β0〈ay1q1〉), using Ap0w¯ → A〈ax1p1〉 ∈ RA, Bq0 →
B〈ay1q1〉 ∈ RB, and p0q0, ω′ ∈ Ψ, and then (α0〈ax1p1〉, β0〈ay1q1〉) `Γ (α1p1, β1q1),
using A〈ax1p1〉 → x1p1 ∈ RA, B〈ay1q1〉 → y1q1 ∈ RB , and ω′, p1q1 ∈ Ψ, where
α0, α1, β0, β1, x1, y1 ∈ Γ
∗
Γ, A,B ∈ ΓΓ, p0, p1 ∈ QˆA, q0, q1 ∈ QˆB, 〈ax1p1〉 ∈ QA,
〈ay1q1〉 ∈ QB , w¯ = hˆ(a), and ω′ = 〈ax1p1〉〈ay1q1〉. According to the construction
of Γ, there exist Ap0a→ x1p1 ∈ RˆA and Bq0a→ y1q1 ∈ RˆB. Therefore,
∀w¯ ∈ Σ∗ ∃a ∈ hˆ−1(w¯) :
(α0p0w¯, β0q0) `
2
Γ (α1p1, β1q1) =⇒
α0p0a `Aˆ α1p1 ∧ β0q0a `Bˆ β1q1
∧ 2 ≥ max({1, 1}) + |a|.
Thus, the basis holds for (5).
From cases (1) through (5) can be observed that the basis holds.
Induction hypothesis: Suppose that the claim holds for all 2t computation steps such that
1 ≤ t ≤ k, for some k ≥ 1.
Induction step: Consider that for all a¯ ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, w¯ ∈ Σ∗, there exist a ∈ hˆ−1(a¯),
w ∈ hˆ−1(w¯) such that if (α0p0a¯w¯, β0q0) `2Γ (αi′pi′w¯, βj′qj′) `
2k
Γ (αi+i′pi+i′ , βj+j′qj+j′), then
α0p0aw `
i′
Aˆ
αi′pi′w `
i
Aˆ
αi+i′pi+i′ and β0q0aw `
j′
Bˆ
βj′qj′w `
j
Bˆ
βj+j′qj+j′, where αX , βY ∈ Γ∗Γ,
pX ∈ QˆA, qY ∈ QˆB, X ∈ {0, i′, i + i′}, Y ∈ {0, j′, j + j′}, i′ ≥ 1, j′ ≥ 1, i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1, and k
is from induction hypothesis. Rewrite the induction step as
∀a¯ ∈ Σ ∪ {ε} ∀w¯ ∈ Σ∗ ∃a ∈ hˆ−1(a¯)∃w ∈ hˆ−1(w¯) :
(α0p0a¯w¯, β0q0) `
2
Γ (αi′pi′w¯, βj′qj′) `
2k
Γ (αi+i′pi+i′ , βj+j′qj+j′) =⇒
α0p0aw `
i′
Aˆ
αi′pi′w `
i
Aˆ
αi+i′pi+i′ ∧ β0q0aw `
j′
Bˆ
βj′qj′w `
j
Bˆ
βj+j′qj+j′
∧ 2(k + 1) ≥ max({i′, j′}) + max({i, j}) + |aw| ≥ max({i+ i′, j + j′}) + |aw|.
The first part of induction step, which says that for all a¯ ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, w¯ ∈ Σ∗, there exist
a ∈ hˆ−1(a¯), w ∈ hˆ−1(w¯) such that if (α0p0a¯w¯, β0q0) `2Γ (αi′pi′w¯, βj′qj′), then α0p0aw `
i′
Aˆ
αi′pi′w and β0q0aw `
j′
Bˆ
βj′qj′w and 2 ≥ max({i′, j′}) + |a|, is proved exactly in the same
way as in induction basis, so when Γ makes two computation steps from (α0p0a¯w¯, β0q0) to
(αi′pi′w¯, βj′qj′), then
1. either a¯ = ε, a = ε, and (i′, j′) ∈ {1, 2} × {1, 2},
2. or a¯ = hˆ(a), where a ∈ Σˆ ∪ Σ, and i′ = j′ = 1.
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For both cases above, it is clear that 2 ≥ max({i′, j′}) + |a|. According to induction
hypothesis, Γ makes 2k computation steps from (αi′pi′w¯, βj′qj′) to (αi+i′pi+i′ , βj+j′qj+j′),
and 2k ≥ max({i, j}) + |w|. Therefore, 2(k + 1) ≥ max({i + i′, j + j′}) + |aw|, and the
induction step is completed. Thus, Claim 5.3 holds. 
Claim 5.4 Let Aˆ, Bˆ, hˆ, and Γ be defined as above. Then, hˆ(L(Aˆ) ∩ L(Bˆ)) ⊆ L(Γ).
Proof of Claim 5.4. Applying the following conversions on hˆ(L(Aˆ)∩L(Bˆ)) ⊆ L(Γ), we get:
hˆ(L(Aˆ) ∩ L(Bˆ)) ⊆ L(Γ)
⇐⇒ w¯ ∈ hˆ(L(Aˆ) ∩ L(Bˆ)) =⇒ w¯ ∈ L(Γ)
⇐⇒ w¯ ∈ {hˆ(w) | w ∈ L(Aˆ) ∩ L(Bˆ)} =⇒ w¯ ∈ L(Γ)
⇐⇒ w ∈ L(Aˆ) ∩ L(Bˆ) =⇒ hˆ(w) ∈ L(Γ)
⇐⇒ SΓsˆAw `
i
Aˆ
fˆA ∧ SΓsˆBw `
j
Bˆ
fˆB =⇒ (SΓsˆAw¯, SΓsˆB) `
k
Γ (fˆA, fˆB) ∧ λ(i, j, k, w),
where fˆA ∈ FˆA, fˆB ∈ FˆB , w ∈ (Σˆ ∪ Σ)∗, w¯ ∈ Σ∗, i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1, and λ(i, j, k, w) stands for
k ≥ max({i, j}) + |w|. Thus, according to Claim 5.2, Claim 5.4 holds. 
Claim 5.5 Let Aˆ, Bˆ, hˆ, and Γ be defined as above. Then, L(Γ) ⊆ hˆ(L(Aˆ) ∩ L(Bˆ)).
Proof of Claim 5.5. Applying the following conversions on L(Γ) ⊆ hˆ(L(Aˆ)∩L(Bˆ)), we get:
L(Γ) ⊆ hˆ(L(Aˆ) ∩ L(Bˆ))
⇐⇒ w¯ ∈ L(Γ) =⇒ w¯ ∈ hˆ(L(Aˆ) ∩ L(Bˆ))
⇐⇒ w¯ ∈ L(Γ) =⇒ hˆ−1(w¯) ∩ L(Aˆ) ∩ L(Bˆ) 6= ∅
⇐⇒ ∀w¯ ∈ Σ∗ ∃w ∈ hˆ−1(w¯) :
w¯ ∈ L(Γ) =⇒ w ∈ L(Aˆ) ∩ L(Bˆ)
⇐⇒ ∀w¯ ∈ Σ∗ ∃w ∈ hˆ−1(w¯) :
(SΓsˆAw¯, SΓsˆB) `
2k
Γ (fˆA, fˆB) =⇒ SΓsˆAw `
i
Aˆ
fˆA ∧ SΓsˆBw `
j
Bˆ
fˆB ∧ λ(i, j, 2k,w)
where fˆA ∈ FˆA, fˆB ∈ FˆB , w ∈ (Σˆ ∪ Σ)∗, w¯ ∈ Σ∗, i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1, and λ(i, j, 2k,w) stands for
2k ≥ max({i, j}) + |w|. Thus, according to Claim 5.3, Claim 5.5 holds. 
From Claim 5.4 and Claim 5.5 immediately follows that L(Γ) = hˆ(L(Aˆ) ∩ L(Bˆ)) = L.
Thus, Theorem 5.1 holds.
Corollary 5.6 RE = L (SCAS(PDA,PDA)).
Proof of Corollary 5.6. Directly follows from Theorem 5.1 and from Church-Turing thesis.
Theorem 5.7 For every recursively enumerable language, L, over some alphabet Σ, there
exists a SCAS(m1,m2,...,mn), Γˆ, such that L = L(Γˆ), where mi = PDA, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
n ≥ 3.
Proof of Theorem 5.7. According to Theorem 5.1, we can construct SCAS(PDA,PDA), Γ,
such that L = L(Γ). Let Γ = (M1,M2,Ψ), where Mi = (Qi,Σ,Γi, Ri, si, Si, Fi), for all
1 ≤ i ≤ 2. For some n ≥ 3, Γˆ = (Mˆ1, Mˆ2, . . . , Mˆn, Ψˆ), where Mˆi = (Qi,Σ,Γi, Rˆi, si, Si, Fi),
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is constructed from Γ in this way:
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(1) Rˆi = Ri, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 2,
(2) Mˆi = ({si, fi},Σ, {Si}, {Sisi → Sisi, Sisi → fi}, si, Si, {fi}), for all 3 ≤ i ≤ n,
(3) Ψˆ = {ωs3s4 . . . sn | ω ∈ Ψ}.
By induction on k, for k ≥ 1, will be proven that (S1s1w,S2s2) `kΓ (f1, f2) if and only
if (S1s1w,S2s2, S3s3, . . . , Snsn) `kΓˆ (f1, f2, . . . , fn), where fi ∈ Fi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
w ∈ Σ∗.
Basis: For k = 1, we have:
(A1p1a,A2p2) `Γ (f1, f2)
⇐⇒ A1p1a→ f1 ∈ R1 ∧A2p2 → f2 ∈ R2 ∧ p1p2 ∈ Ψ
⇐⇒ A1p1a→ f1 ∈ Rˆ1 ∧A2p2 → f2 ∈ Rˆ2 ∧
∧n
i=3 Sisi → fi ∈ Rˆi ∧ p1p2s3s4 . . . sn ∈ Ψˆ
⇐⇒ (A1p1a,A2p2, S3s3, S4s4 . . . , Snsn) `Γˆ (f1, f2, . . . , fn)
where Ai ∈ Γi, pi ∈ Qi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, fi ∈ Fi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}. Thus,
the basis holds.
Induction hypothesis: Suppose that
(α1p1w,α2p2) `
l
Γ (f1, f2) ⇐⇒ (α1p1w,α2p2, S3s3, S4s4, . . . , Snsn) `
l
Γˆ
(f1, f2, . . . , fn),
where αi ∈ Γ∗i , pi ∈ Qi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, fi ∈ Fi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and w ∈ Σ
∗, holds for
all 1 ≤ l ≤ k, for some k ≥ 1.
Induction step: Let k be from induction hypothesis. For k + 1, we have:
(u1A1p1aw, u2A2p2) `Γ (u1x1q1w, u2x2q2) `
k
Γ (f1, f2)
⇐⇒ A1p1a→ x1q1 ∈ R1 ∧A2p2 → x2q2 ∈ R2 ∧ p1p2, q1q2 ∈ Ψ
⇐⇒ A1p1a→ x1q1 ∈ Rˆ1 ∧A2p2 → x2q2 ∈ Rˆ2 ∧
∧n
i=3 Sisi → Sisi ∈ Ri
∧ p1p2ω, q1q2ω ∈ Ψˆ
⇐⇒ (u1A1p1aw, u2A2p2, S3s3, S4s4, . . . , Snsn) `Γˆ
(u1x1q1w, u2x2q2, S3s3, S4s4, . . . , Snsn) `
k
Γˆ
(f1, f2, . . . , fn),
where ui, xi ∈ Γ∗i , Ai ∈ Γi, pi, qi ∈ Qi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, fi ∈ Fi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, w ∈ Σ∗, and ω = s3s4 . . . sn. Thus, L = L(Γ) = L(Γˆ), and Theorem 5.7
holds.
Corollary 5.8 RE = L (SCAS(m1,m2,...,mn)), where mi = PDA, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 2.
Proof of Corollary 5.8. Directly follows from Theorem 5.1, Theorem 5.7 and from Church-
Turing thesis.
5.2 SCAS with at most one pushdown automaton
Theorem 5.9 For every SCAS(m1,m2,...,mn), Γ, where m1 = PDA, and mi = FA, for all
2 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1, there exists a PDA, M , such that L(M) = L(Γ).
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Proof of Theorem 5.9. For n = 1, Theorem 5.9 holds immediately, so only n ≥ 2 is consid-
ered. Let Γ = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mn,Ψ), where
M1 = (Q1,Σ,Γ1, R1, s1, S1, F1) and Mi = (Qi,Σ, Ri, si, Fi),
for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n. Construct M = (Q,Σ,Γ1, R, s, S1, F ) in the following way:
(1) Q = {〈ω〉 | ω ∈ Ψ ∪ F1F2 . . . Fn},
(2) R = {A〈p1p2 . . . pn〉a→ x〈q1q2 . . . qn〉 |
∀p1p2 . . . pn ∈ Ψ ∀q1q2 . . . qn ∈ Ψ ∪ F1F2 . . . Fn :
Ap1a→ xq1 ∈ R1, pi → qi ∈ Ri, 2 ≤ i ≤ n,
A ∈ Γ1, x ∈ Γ
∗
1, a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, pi, qi ∈ Qi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n},
(3) s = 〈s1s2 . . . sn〉,
(4) F = {〈f1f2 . . . fn〉 | fi ∈ Fi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
By induction on k, for k ≥ 1, will be proven that (S1s1w, s2, s3, . . . , sn) `kΓ (f1, f2, . . . , fn) if
and only if S1〈s1s2 . . . sn〉w `kM 〈f1f2 . . . fn〉, where fi ∈ Fi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 〈f1f2 . . . fn〉 ∈
F , and w ∈ Σ∗.
Basis: For k = 1, we have:
(Ap1a, p2, p3, . . . , pn) `Γ (f1, f2, . . . , fn)
⇐⇒ Ap1a→ f1 ∈ R1 ∧
∧n
i=2 pi → fi ∈ Ri ∧ p1p2 . . . pn ∈ Ψ
⇐⇒ A〈p1p2 . . . pn〉a→ 〈f1f2 . . . fn〉 ∈ R
⇐⇒ A〈p1p2 . . . pn〉a `M 〈f1f2 . . . fn〉,
where A ∈ Γ1, pi ∈ Qi, fi ∈ Fi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 〈p1p2 . . . pn〉 ∈ Q, 〈f1f2 . . . fn〉 ∈ F , and
a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}. Thus, the basis holds.
Induction hypothesis: Suppose that
(α1p1w, p2, p3, . . . , pn) `
l
Γ (f1, f2, . . . , fn) ⇐⇒ α1〈p1p2 . . . pn〉w `
l
M 〈f1f2 . . . fn〉,
where α1 ∈ Γ∗1, pi ∈ Qi, fi ∈ Fi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 〈p1p2 . . . pn〉 ∈ Q, 〈f1f2 . . . fn〉 ∈ F , and
w ∈ Σ∗, holds for all 1 ≤ l ≤ k, for some k ≥ 1.
Induction step: Let k be from induction hypothesis. For k + 1, we have:
(uAp1aw, p2, p3, . . . , pn) `Γ (uxq1w, q2, q3, . . . , qn) `
k
Γ (f1, f2, . . . , fn)
⇐⇒ Ap1a→ xq1 ∈ R1 ∧
∧n
i=2 pi → qi ∈ Ri ∧ p1p2 . . . pn, q1q2 . . . qn ∈ Ψ
⇐⇒ A〈p1p2 . . . pn〉a→ x〈q1q2 . . . qn〉 ∈ R
⇐⇒ uA〈p1p2 . . . pn〉aw `M ux〈q1q2 . . . qn〉w `
k
M 〈f1f2 . . . fn〉,
where A ∈ Γ1, u, x ∈ Γ∗1, pi, qi ∈ Qi, fi ∈ Fi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 〈p1p2 . . . pn〉, 〈q1q2 . . . qn〉 ∈ Q,
〈f1f2 . . . fn〉 ∈ F , w ∈ Σ∗, and a ∈ Σ∪{ε}. Thus, L(Γ) = L(M) and Theorem 5.9 holds.
Theorem 5.10 For every PDA, M , there exists a SCAS(m1,m2,...,mn), Γ, where m1 = PDA
and mi = FA, for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1, such that L(Γ) = L(M).
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Proof of Theorem 5.10. For n = 1, Theorem 5.10 holds immediately, so only n ≥ 2 is
considered. Let M = (Q1,Σ,Γ1, R, s1, S1, F1). Construct Γ = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mn,Ψ) in the
following way:
(1) M1 = (Q1,Σ,Γ1, R1, s1, S1, F1), where R1 = R,
(2) Mi = (Qi,Σ, Ri, si, Fi), where Qi = {si}, Ri = {si → si}, and Fi = {si}, for all
2 ≤ i ≤ n,
(3) Ψ = {q1s2s3 . . . sn | q1 ∈ Q1}.
By induction on k, for k ≥ 1, will be proven that S1s1w `kM f1 iff (S1s1w, s2, s3, . . . , sn) `
k
Γ
(f1, s2, s3, . . . , sn), where f1 ∈ F1, and w ∈ Σ∗.
Basis: For k = 1, we have:
Apa `M f1
⇐⇒ Apa→ f1 ∈ R
⇐⇒ Apa→ f1 ∈ R1 ∧
∧n
i=2 si → si ∈ Ri ∧ ps2s3 . . . sn ∈ Ψ
⇐⇒ (Apa, s2, s3, . . . , sn) `Γ (f1, s2, s3, . . . , sn),
where A ∈ Γ1, p ∈ Q1, f1 ∈ F1, and a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}. Thus, the basis holds.
Induction hypothesis: Suppose that
αpw `lM f1 ⇐⇒ (αpw, s2, s3, . . . , sn) `
l
Γ (f1, s2, s3, . . . , sn)
where α ∈ Γ∗1, p ∈ Q1, f1 ∈ F1, and w ∈ Σ
∗, holds for all 1 ≤ l ≤ k, for some k ≥ 1.
Induction step: Let k be from induction hypothesis. For k + 1, we have:
uApaw `M uxqw `
k
M f1
⇐⇒ Apa→ xq ∈ R
⇐⇒ Apa→ xq ∈ R1 ∧
∧n
i=2 si → si ∈ Ri ∧ pω, qω ∈ Ψ
⇐⇒ (uApaw, s2, s3, . . . , sn) `Γ (uxqw, s2, s3, . . . , sn) `
k
Γ (f1, s2, s3, . . . , sn),
where u, x ∈ Γ∗1, A ∈ Γ1, p, q ∈ Q1, f1 ∈ F1, w ∈ Σ
∗, a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, and ω = s2s3 . . . sn.
Thus, L(M) = L(Γ) and Theorem 5.10 holds.
Corollary 5.11 CF = L (SCAS(m1,m2,...,mn)), where m1 = PDA, and mi = FA, for all
2 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1.
Proof of Corollary 5.11. Directly follows from Theorem 5.9 and from Theorem 5.10.
Corollary 5.12 L (DPDA) = L (dSCAS(m1,m2,...,mn)), where m1 = PDA, and mi = FA,
for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 1.
Proof of Corollary 5.12. Directly follows from Definition 4.5, Theorem 5.9, and Theorem
5.10.
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Chapter 6
Applications of State-Synchronized
Automata Systems
From a pragmatic point of view, using automata as components in systems of formal mod-
els is more natural than using grammars. In real applications, even grammar systems are
simulated by automata. In this chapter, an application of the new kind of automata sys-
tem, introduced and investigated in previous chapters, is demonstrated in natural language
translation and parallel compiling. Another possible areas, where SCAS can be applicated,
are computer network protocols modeling, and studying and modeling the behaviour of
various systems in general. At the end of this chapter is noted how any dSCAS can be
implemented in Haskell programming language.
6.1 Using SCAS in natural language translation
In general, a language translation process is defined by formal models, called transducers
(see [18]). A transducer reads the symbols from its input tape, and writes the corresponding
symbols to its output tape. As SCAS consists of automata, and automaton is an accepting
device, to simulate a transducer, SCAS will be used in the following way:
Let Γ be a SCAS with at least two components, and let Γ¯ be a transducer simulated
by Γ. Then, the input language of Γ¯ is represented by L(Γ), and the output language
of Γ¯ is represented by h(LS (M)), where M is some prespecified component of Γ,
LS (M) is the Szilard language[24] of M , and h is a homomorphism.
The application of SCAS in natural language translation, presented in this chapter, is based
on the simulation of rule-restricted transducer, the language-translating device introduced
and investigated in [4] by Čermák, Horáček and Meduna. The rule-restricted transducer
(see Definition 6.1) consists of a finite automaton and a context-free grammar, which are
synchronized by the set of pairs consisting of rules. While a finite automaton reads its
input word, a context-free grammar generates corresponding output word. Thus, for rule-
restricted transducer are defined two languages: (1) an input language accepted by the
finite automaton component of transducer, and (2) an output language generated by the
context-free grammar component of transducer.
Definition 6.1 (Rule-restricted transducer)
The rule-restricted transducer (RT, for short), Γ, is defined as a triplet Γ = (M,G,Ψ), where
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M = (Q,Σ, R, s, F ) is a finite automaton, G = (N,T, P, S) is a context-free grammar, and
Ψ ⊆ R×P is a finite set of pairs consisting of rules. A 2-configuration of RT, χ, is defined
as χ ∈ QΣ∗× (N ∪ T )∗. Let χ = (paw, uAv) and χ′ = (qw, uxv) be two 2-configurations of
Γ, where p, q ∈ Q, A ∈ N , u, x, v ∈ (N ∪ T )∗, w ∈ Σ∗, and a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}. If paw `M qw [r1],
uAv ⇒G uxv [r2], and (r1, r2) ∈ Ψ, then Γ makes a computation step from χ to χ′, written
as χ ⇒Γ χ′. The k-fold product, ⇒kΓ, transitive closure, ⇒
+
Γ , and reflexive and transitive
closure, ⇒∗Γ, of ⇒Γ, are defined as usual. The 2-language of Γ, 2-L(Γ), is defined as
2-L(Γ) = {(w1, w2) | (sw1, S) ⇒∗Γ (f,w2)}, where w1 ∈ Σ
∗, w2 ∈ T ∗, and f ∈ F . From the
2-language are also defined two languages:
• L(Γ)1 = {w1 | (w1, w2) ∈ 2-L(Γ)},
• L(Γ)2 = {w2 | (w1, w2) ∈ 2-L(Γ)}.
To simulate the rule-restricted transducer, the SCAS containing two pushdown au-
tomata will be used. The main idea of simulation is that if finite automaton makes a move
and context-free grammar makes a one derivation step in rule-restricted transducer, then
the first pushdown automaton simulates both these events doing a move according to the
correspondig rule in SCAS. Therefore, the sentencial form of context-free grammar is rep-
resented by the content of two pushdowns, and the top of the pushdown of first pushdown
automaton contains a nonterminal symbol to be expanded. By synchronization is reached
the searching for the proper nonterminal symbol in recent sentencial form.
In Algorithm 6.2 is presented the conversion of the rule-restricted transducer to the cor-
responding SCAS(PDA,PDA) such that the constructed SCAS(PDA,PDA) simulates the given
rule-restricted transducer.
Algorithm 6.2 (Conversion of RT to an equivalent SCAS(PDA,PDA))
Input: RT Γ′ = (M ′, G′,Ψ′), whereM ′ = (Q′,Σ, R′, s′, F ′) is a FA, andG′= (N ′, T ′, P ′, S′)
is a CFG;
Output: SCAS(PDA,PDA) Γ = (M1,M2,Ψ), where Mi = (Qi,Σ,Γi, Ri, si, Si, Fi), for all
1 ≤ i ≤ 2, such that L(Γ′)1 = L(Γ), and L(Γ
′)2 = h(LS (M2)), where h is a homomorphism
from R∗2 to T
′∗ defined as
h(r) = A, r = A〈f〉 → 〈f〉, A ∈ T ′, 〈f〉 ∈ F2,
h(r′) = ε, r′ 6= A〈f〉 → 〈f〉, A ∈ T ′, 〈f〉 ∈ F2,
and LS (M2) denotes the Szilard language of M2;
Method: SCAS(PDA,PDA) Γ is constructed in the following way:
(1) Set Q1 = {p | p ∈ Q′} and Q2 = {〈s〉, 〈e〉, 〈sl〉, 〈sr〉, 〈r〉, 〈f〉}.
(2) Set Γ1 = Γ2 = {a | a ∈ N ′∪T ′∪{,♦}}, where {,♦}, N ′, and T ′ are pairwise disjoint.
(3) Set R1 = R2 = ∅.
(4) Set s1 = s′ and s2 = 〈s〉.
(5) Set S1 =  and S2 = ♦.
(6) Set F1 = {f | f ∈ F ′} and F2 = {〈f〉}.
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(7) Set Ψ = ∅.
(8) Add a rule s′ → S′s′ to R1, a rule ♦〈s〉 → ♦〈e〉 to R2, and a word s′〈s〉 to Ψ.
(9) For every (r1, r2) ∈ Ψ′, where r1 : pa → q ∈ R′, r2 : A → x ∈ P ′, p, q ∈ Q′, A ∈ N ′,
x ∈ (N ′ ∪ T ′)∗, and a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}:
• add a rule Apa→ xq to R1,
• add words p〈e〉, q〈sl〉 to Ψ.
(10) For every A ∈ Γ2 − {}, add a rule A〈e〉 → A〈sl〉 to R2.
(11) Set Rx = Ry = ∅ and Qcomm = ∅.
(12) For every A ∈ Γ1 − {,♦} and every p ∈ Q1, if Apa→ xq /∈ R1, where q ∈ Q1, x ∈ Γ∗1,
and a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, then for every B ∈ Γ2 − {}:
• add a state 〈pAsl〉 to Qcomm,
• add rules Ap→ A〈pAsl〉 and A〈pAsl〉 → p to Rx,
• add rules B〈sl〉 → BA〈pAsl〉 and A〈pAsl〉 → A〈sl〉 to Ry,
• add words p〈sl〉 and 〈pAsl〉〈pAsl〉 to Ψ.
(13) For every A ∈ Γ1 − {,♦} and every p ∈ Q1, if Apa→ xq ∈ R1, where q ∈ Q1, x ∈ Γ∗1,
and a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, then for every B ∈ Γ2 − {}:
• add a rule Ap→ Ap to Rx,
• add a rule B〈sl〉 → B〈e〉 to Ry,
• add words p〈sl〉 and p〈e〉 to Ψ.
(14) For every p ∈ Q1 and every B ∈ Γ2 − {,♦}:
• add a state 〈pBsr〉 to Qcomm,
• add rules p→ B〈pBsr〉 and B〈pBsr〉 → Bp to Rx,
• add rules B〈sl〉 → B〈pBsr〉 and B〈pBsr〉 → 〈sr〉 to Ry,
• add words p〈sl〉, p〈sr〉 and 〈pBsr〉〈pBsr〉 to Ψ.
(15) For every A ∈ Γ1 − {,♦} and every p ∈ Q1, if Apa→ xq /∈ R1, where q ∈ Q1, x ∈ Γ∗1,
and a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, then for every B ∈ Γ2 − {,♦}:
• add a state 〈pABsr〉 to Qcomm,
• add rules Ap→ AB〈pABsr〉 and B〈pABsr〉 → Bp to Rx,
• add rules B〈sr〉 → B〈pABsr〉 and B〈pABsr〉 → 〈sr〉 to Ry,
• add words p〈sr〉 and 〈pABsr〉〈pABsr〉 to Ψ.
(16) For every A ∈ Γ1 − {,♦} and every p ∈ Q1, if Apa→ xq ∈ R1, where q ∈ Q1, x ∈ Γ∗1,
and a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, then for every B ∈ Γ2 − {}:
• add a rule Ap→ Ap to Rx,
• add a rule B〈sr〉 → B〈e〉 to Ry,
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• add words p〈sr〉 and p〈e〉 to Ψ.
(17) For every A ∈ Γ1 − {,♦} −N ′ and every f ∈ F1:
• add a rule Af → Af to Rx,
• add a rule ♦〈sr〉 → ♦〈r〉 to Ry,
• add words f〈sr〉 and f〈r〉 to Ψ.
(18) For every A ∈ Γ1 − {,♦} −N ′, every f ∈ F1, and every B ∈ Γ2 − {} −N ′:
• add a state 〈Afr〉 to Qcomm,
• add rules Af → A〈Afr〉 and A〈Afr〉 → f to Rx,
• add rules B〈r〉 → BA〈Afr〉 and A〈Afr〉 → A〈r〉 to Ry,
• add words f〈r〉 and 〈Afr〉〈Afr〉 to Ψ.
(19) For every A ∈ Γ2 − {,♦} −N ′ and every f ∈ F1:
• add rules f → f and f → f to Rx,
• add rules A〈r〉 → A〈f〉, A〈f〉 → 〈f〉 and ♦〈f〉 → 〈f〉 to Ry,
• add a word f〈r〉 to Ψ.
(20) Set R1 = R1 ∪Rx, R2 = R2 ∪Ry, Q1 = Q1 ∪Qcomm, and Q2 = Q2 ∪Qcomm.
Because Algorithm 6.2 works only with finite sets, it always halts. Consider some
SCAS(PDA,PDA) Γ constructed from RT Γ′ according to the presented algorithm. Before it
starts, Γ stores onto the pushdown of M1 start nonterminal symbol S′ (step 8). Initially, Γ
is in execute state (denoted by 〈e〉). From this state, Γ simulates a computation step in Γ′
and enters to the search-left state (denoted by 〈sl〉) or it rejects its input (steps 9 and 10).
In search-left state, Γ:
(a) either moves a symbol from the top of the M1’s pushdown to the top of the M2’s
pushdown and stays in search-left state (step 12),
(b) or enters to the execute state (step 13).
If no one from the previous cases are possible to do and there is no  symbol on the top
of the M1’s pushdown, then Γ rejects its input. Otherwise, if there is  symbol on the top
of the M1’s pushdown (step 14), Γ moves a symbol from the top of the M2’s pushdown to
the top of the M1’s pushdown and enters to the search-right state (denoted by 〈sr〉). In
search-right state, one from the following cases is possible:
(a) Γ moves a symbol from the top of the M2’s pushdown to the top of M1’s pushdown
and stays in search-right state (step 15),
(b) Γ enters to the execute state (step 16),
(c) Γ enters to the reverse state (denoted by 〈r〉) — in this case, M1 is in the final state,
♦ is on the top of the M2’s pushdown, and the M1’s pushdown contains only symbols
from T ′ ∪ {} (step 17),
(d) Γ rejects its input.
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In reverse state, Γ moves the content of M1’s pushdown to the M2’s pushdown in reverse
order, without  (step 18). After that, Γ removes the M2’s pushdown content, and when
 is on the top of M1’s pushdown, and ♦ is on the top of the M2’s pushdown, Γ makes
a computation step to its final configuration and its input is successfuly accepted (step 19).
Let Γ be a RT from Example 4.2 in [4]. According to Algorithm 6.2 is constructed
SCAS(PDA,PDA) Γˆ = (M1,M2,Ψ), where
M1 = (Q1,Σ,Γ1, R1, 0,, F1), M2 = (Q2,Σ,Γ2, R2, 〈s〉,♦, F2),
and Ψ are defined as follows:
• Let Q = {0, 1, m, f , n, m1, m2, 1m, f1, f2, 1f , n1, n2, 1n}, N = {S, NP-SBJ,
NP?, VP, PN?, V?, X}, T = {NPm, NPf , NPn, Vm, Vf , Vn, PNm, PNf , PNn},
E = {S0, VP1, NP?0, Xn, NP?m, NP-SBJ0, S′m1, VPm2, NP?1m, V?1m, PN?1m,
NP?f , S′f1, VPf2, Xf , V?1f , NP?1f , PN?1f , NP?n, S′n1, VPn2, NP?n, Xm, NP?1n,
V?1n, PN?1n}, and E = (N ∪ T )Q− E.
• Qcomm = {〈pAsl〉 | Ap ∈ E}∪{〈pBsr〉 | p ∈ Q,B ∈ N ∪T}∪{〈pABsr〉 | Ap ∈ E,B ∈
N ∪ T} ∪ {〈Afr〉 | A ∈ T, f ∈ F1},
• Q1 = Q ∪Qcomm, Q2 = {〈s〉〈e〉, 〈sl〉, 〈sr〉, 〈r〉, 〈f〉} ∪Qcomm,
• Σ = {V,NP?,DET,NPm,NPf ,NPn,#},
• Γ1 = Γ2 = N ∪ T ∪ {,♦},
• Rx = {sl(Ap)1 : Ap→ A〈pAsl〉, sl(Ap)2 : A〈pAsl〉 → p | Ap ∈ E}
∪ {se(Ap) : Ap→ Ap | Ap ∈ E}
∪ {sr(Bp)1 : p→ B〈pBsr〉, sr(Bp)2 : B〈pBsr〉 → Bp | Bp ∈ (N ∪ T )Q}
∪ {sr(BAp)1 : Ap→ AB〈pABsr〉, sr(BAp)2 : B〈pABsr〉 → Bp | Ap ∈ E,
B ∈ N ∪ T}
∪ {r(Af) : Af → Af | A ∈ T, f ∈ F1}
∪ {r(Afr)1 : Af → A〈Afr〉, r(Afr)2 : A〈Afr〉 → f | A ∈ T, f ∈ F1}
∪ {r(f)0 : f → f, r(f) : f → f | f ∈ F1},
• Ry = {e
′
00 : ♦〈s〉 → ♦〈e〉} ∪ {e
′(A) : A〈e〉 → A〈sl〉 | A ∈ N ∪ T ∪ {♦}}
∪ {s′l(BAp)1 : B〈sl〉 → BA〈pAsl〉, s
′
l(BAp)2 : A〈pAsl〉 → A〈sl〉 | Ap ∈ E,
B ∈ N ∪ T ∪ {♦}}
∪ {s′l(B)e : B〈sl〉 → B〈e〉 | B ∈ N ∪ T ∪ {♦}}
∪ {s′r(Bp)1 : B〈sl〉 → B〈pBsr〉, s
′
r(Bp)2 : B〈pBsr〉 → 〈sr〉 | Bp ∈ (N ∪ T )Q},
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• R1 = Rx ∪ {
e00 : 0→ S0, e01 : S0V→ NP-SBJ VP X1,
e02 : VP1→ V?NP?0, e03 : NP?0NP? → NP?0,
e04 : NP-SBJ0DET→ NP?0, e05 : NP?0NPm → NP?m,
e06 : NP?0NPf → NP?f, e07 : NP?0NPn → NP?n,
e08 : NP?mV→ NP?S′m1, e09 : S′m1→ PN?VPm2,
e10 : VPm2→ V?NP?m, e11 : NP?mDET→ NP?m,
e12 : NP?mNP? → NP?m, e13 : NP?mNPm → NPmm,
e14 : NP?mNPf → NPfm, e15 : NP?mNPn → NPnm,
e16 : Xm#→ 1m, e17 : NP?1m→ NPm1m,
e18 : V?1m→ Vm1m, e19 : PN?1m→ PNm1m,
e20 : NP?fV→ NP?S′f1, e21 : S′f1→ PN?VPf2,
e22 : VPf2→ V?NP?f, e23 : NP?fDET→ NP?f,
e24 : NP?fNP? → NP?f, e25 : NP?fNPm → NPmf,
e26 : NP?fNPf → NPff, e27 : NP?fNPn → NPnf,
e28 : Xf#→ 1f, e29 : NP?1f → NPf1f,
e30 : V?1f → Vf1f, e31 : PN?1f → PNf1f,
e32 : NP?nV→ NP?S′n1, e33 : S′n1→ PN?VPn2,
e34 : VPn2→ V?NP?n, e35 : NP?nDET→ NP?n,
e36 : NP?nNP? → NP?n, e37 : NP?nNPm → NPmn,
e38 : NP?nNPf → NPfn, e39 : NP?nNPn → NPnn,
e40 : Xn#→ 1n, e41 : NP?1n→ NPn1n,
e42 : V?1n→ Vn1n, e43 : PN?1n→ PNn1n
},
• R2 = Ry
∪ {s′r(BAp)1 : B〈sr〉 → B〈pABsr〉, s
′
r(BAp)2 : B〈pABsr〉 → 〈sr〉 | Ap ∈ E,
B ∈ N ∪ T}
∪ {s′r(B)e : B〈sr〉 → B〈e〉 | B ∈ N ∪ T ∪ {♦}}
∪ {r′(Afr)1 : B〈r〉 → BA〈Afr〉, r
′(Afr)2 : A〈Afr〉 → A〈r〉 | A ∈ T, f ∈ F1,
B ∈ T ∪ {♦}}
∪ {r′(A) : A〈r〉 → A〈f〉, f ′(A) : A〈f〉 → 〈f〉 | A ∈ T}
∪ {r′0 : ♦〈sr〉 → ♦〈r〉, r
′
1 : ♦〈f〉 → 〈f〉},
• F1 = {1m, 1f, 1n}, F2 = {〈f〉},
• Ψ = {0〈s〉, p〈e〉, p〈sl〉, p〈sr〉 | p ∈ Q}
∪ {1m〈r〉, 1f〈r〉, 1n〈r〉}
∪ {〈pAsl〉〈pAsl〉 | Ap ∈ E}
∪ {〈pBsr〉〈pBsr〉 | p ∈ Q,B ∈ N ∪ T}
∪ {〈pABsr〉〈pABsr〉 | Ap ∈ E,B ∈ N ∪ T}
∪ {〈Afr〉〈Afr〉 | A ∈ T, f ∈ F1}.
Example 4.2 in [4] demonstrates a translation of Japanese sentence zasshi o yondeitta
onna no hito wa watashi no shiriai deshita into Czech equivalent sentence žena, která četla
časopis, byla moje známá using the rule-restricted transducer Γ. The SCAS Γˆ, constructed
above, simulates the translation of the Japanese sentence zasshi o yondeitta onna no hito
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wa watashi no shiriai deshita, written as
V[deshita]NP?[watashi no shiriai]DET[wa]NPf [onna no hito]V[yondeitta]DET[o]
NPm[zasshi]#
onM1’s input tape, to the corresponding sentence in Czech using the following computation
steps:
(0 V[deshita] NP?[watashi no shiriai] DET[wa] NPf [onna no hito] V[yondeitta]
DET[o] NPm[zasshi] #, ♦〈s〉)
`Γˆ (S0V[deshita] NP?[watashi no shiriai] DET[wa] NPf [onna no hito] V[yondeitta]
DET[o] NPm[zasshi] #, ♦〈e〉)
— preparing
`Γˆ ( NP-SBJ VP X1NP?[watashi no shiriai] DET[wa] NPf [onna no hito] V[yondeitta]
DET[o] NPm[zasshi] #, ♦〈sl〉)
— simulating one step in RT Γ using rules e01 ∈ R1 and e′(♦) ∈ R2
`3
Γˆ
( NP-SBJ VP1NP?[watashi no shiriai] DET[wa] NPf [onna no hito] V[yondeitta]
DET[o] NPm[zasshi] #, ♦X〈e〉)
— exploring M1’s pushdown
`Γˆ ( NP-SBJ V?[byl] NP?0NP?[watashi no shiriai] DET[wa] NPf [onna no hito]
V[yondeitta] DET[o] NPm[zasshi] #, ♦X〈sl〉)
— simulating one step in RT Γ using rules e02 ∈ R1 and e′(X) ∈ R2
`Γˆ ( NP-SBJ V?[byl] NP?0NP?[watashi no shiriai] DET[wa] NPf [onna no hito]
V[yondeitta] DET[o] NPm[zasshi] #, ♦X〈e〉)
— exploring M1’s pushdown
`Γˆ (NP-SBJ V?[byl]NP?[můj známý]0DET[wa]NPf [onna no hito]V[yondeitta]DET[o]
NPm[zasshi] #, ♦X〈sl〉)
— simulating one step in RT Γ using rules e03 ∈ R1 and e′(X) ∈ R2
`5
Γˆ
( NP-SBJ0DET[wa] NPf [onna no hito] V[yondeitta] DET[o] NPm[zasshi] #, ♦X
NP?[můj známý] V?[byl]〈e〉)
— exploring M1’s pushdown
`Γˆ (NP?0NPf [onna no hito]V[yondeitta]DET[o]NPm[zasshi]#, ♦X NP?[můj známý]
V?[byl]〈sl〉)
— simulating one step in RT Γ using rules e04 ∈ R1 and e′(V?) ∈ R2
`Γˆ (NP?0NPf [onna no hito]V[yondeitta]DET[o]NPm[zasshi]#, ♦X NP?[můj známý]
V?[byl]〈e〉)
— exploring M1’s pushdown
`Γˆ (NP?[žena]fV[yondeitta]DET[o]NPm[zasshi]#, ♦X NP?[můj známý]V?[byl]〈sl〉)
— simulating one step in RT Γ using rules e06 ∈ R1 and e′(V?) ∈ R2
`Γˆ (NP?[žena]fV[yondeitta]DET[o]NPm[zasshi]#, ♦X NP?[můj známý]V?[byl]〈e〉)
— exploring M1’s pushdown
`Γˆ (NP?[žena]S’f1DET[o]NPm[zasshi]#, ♦X NP?[můj známý]V?[byl]〈sl〉)
— simulating one step in RT Γ using rules e20 ∈ R1 and e′(V?) ∈ R2
`Γˆ (NP?[žena]S’f1DET[o]NPm[zasshi]#, ♦X NP?[můj známý]V?[byl]〈e〉)
— exploring M1’s pushdown
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`Γˆ (NP?[žena]PN?[který]VPf2DET[o]NPm[zasshi]#, ♦X NP?[můj známý]V?[byl]〈sl〉)
— simulating one step in RT Γ using rules e21 ∈ R1 and e′(V?) ∈ R2
`Γˆ (NP?[žena]PN?[který]VPf2DET[o]NPm[zasshi]#, ♦X NP?[můj známý]V?[byl]〈e〉)
— exploring M1’s pushdown
`Γˆ (NP?[žena]PN?[který]V?[četl]NP?fDET[o]NPm[zasshi]#, ♦X NP?[můj známý]
V?[byl]〈sl〉)
— simulating one step in RT Γ using rules e22 ∈ R1 and e′(V?) ∈ R2
`Γˆ (NP?[žena]PN?[který]V?[četl]NP?fDET[o]NPm[zasshi]#, ♦X NP?[můj známý]
V?[byl]〈e〉)
— exploring M1’s pushdown
`Γˆ (NP?[žena]PN?[který]V?[četl]NP?fNPm[zasshi]#, ♦X NP?[můj známý] V?[byl]〈sl〉)
— simulating one step in RT Γ using rules e23 ∈ R1 and e′(V?) ∈ R2
`Γˆ (NP?[žena]PN?[který]V?[četl]NP?fNPm[zasshi]#, ♦X NP?[můj známý] V?[byl]〈e〉)
— exploring M1’s pushdown
`Γˆ (NP?[žena]PN?[který]V?[četl]NPm[časopis]f#, ♦X NP?[můj známý] V?[byl]〈sl〉)
— simulating one step in RT Γ using rules e25 ∈ R1 and e′(V?) ∈ R2
`8
Γˆ
(f#, ♦X NP?[můj známý]V?[byl]NPm[časopis]V?[četl]PN?[který]NP?[žena]〈sl〉)
— exploring M1’s pushdown
`15
Γˆ
(NP?[žena]PN?[který]V?[četl]NPm[časopis]V?[byl]NP?[můj známý]Xf#, ♦〈e〉)
— exploring M2’s pushdown
`Γˆ (NP?[žena]PN?[který]V?[četl]NPm[časopis]V?[byl]NP?[můj známý]1f , ♦〈sl〉)
— simulating one step in RT Γ using rules e28 ∈ R1 and e′(♦) ∈ R2
`11
Γˆ
(NP?[žena]1f , ♦NP?[můj známý]V?[byl]NPm[časopis]V?[četl]PN?[který]〈e〉)
— exploring M1’s pushdown
`Γˆ (NPf [žena]1f , ♦NP?[můj známý]V?[byl]NPm[časopis]V?[četl]PN?[který]〈sl〉)
— simulating one step in RT Γ using rules e29 ∈ R1 and e′(PN?) ∈ R2
`2
Γˆ
(1f , ♦NP?[můj známý]V?[byl]NPm[časopis]V?[četl]PN?[který]NPf [žena]〈sl〉)
— exploring M1’s pushdown
`5
Γˆ
(NPf [žena]PN?[který]1f , ♦NP?[můj známý]V?[byl]NPm[časopis]V?[četl]〈e〉)
— exploring M2’s pushdown
`Γˆ (NPf [žena]PNf [která]1f , ♦NP?[můj známý]V?[byl]NPm[časopis]V?[četl]〈sl〉)
— simulating one step in RT Γ using rules e31 ∈ R1 and e′(V?) ∈ R2
`11
Γˆ
(NPf [žena]PNf [která]V?[četl]1f , ♦NP?[můj známý]V?[byl]NPm[časopis]〈e〉)
— exploring M1’s pushdown and M2’s pushdown, respectively
`Γˆ (NPf [žena]PNf [která]Vf [četla]1f , ♦NP?[můj známý]V?[byl]NPm[časopis]〈sl〉)
— simulating one step in RT Γ using rules e30 ∈ R1 and e′(NPm) ∈ R2
`17
Γˆ
(NPf [žena]PNf [která]Vf [četla]NPm[časopis]V?[byl]1f , ♦NP?[můj známý]〈e〉)
— exploring M1’s pushdown and M2’s pushdown, respectively
`Γˆ (NPf [žena]PNf [která]Vf [četla]NPm[časopis]Vf [byla]1f , ♦NP?[můj známý]〈sl〉)
— simulating one step in RT Γ using rules e30 ∈ R1 and e′(NP?) ∈ R2
`23
Γˆ
(NPf [žena]PNf [která]Vf [četla]NPm[časopis]Vf [byla]NP?[můj známý]1f , ♦〈e〉)
— exploring M1’s pushdown and M2’s pushdown, respectively
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`Γˆ (NPf [žena]PNf [která]Vf [četla]NPm[časopis]Vf [byla]NPf [moje známá]1f , ♦〈sl〉)
— simulating one step in RT Γ using rules e29 ∈ R1 and e′(♦) ∈ R2
`24
Γˆ
(NPf [žena]PNf [která]Vf [četla]NPm[časopis]Vf [byla]NPf [moje známá]1f , ♦〈sr〉)
— exploring M1’s pushdown and M2’s pushdown, respectively
`Γˆ (NPf [žena]PNf [která]Vf [četla]NPm[časopis]Vf [byla]NPf [moje známá]1f , ♦〈r〉)
`12
Γˆ
(1f , ♦NPf [moje známá]Vf [byla]NPm[časopis]Vf [četla]PNf [která]NPf [žena]〈r〉)
`Γˆ (1f , ♦NPf [moje známá]Vf [byla]NPm[časopis]Vf [četla]PNf [která]NPf [žena]〈f〉)
`Γˆ (1f , ♦NPf [moje známá]Vf [byla]NPm[časopis]Vf [četla]PNf [která]〈f〉)
— popping NPf [žena] using rules r(1f)0 ∈ R1 and f
′(NPf [žena]) ∈ R2
`Γˆ (1f , ♦NPf [moje známá]Vf [byla]NPm[časopis]Vf [četla]〈f〉)
— popping PNf [která] using rules r(1f)0 ∈ R1 and f
′(PNf [která]) ∈ R2
`Γˆ (1f , ♦NPf [moje známá]Vf [byla]NPm[časopis]〈f〉)
— popping Vf [četla] using rules r(1f)0 ∈ R1 and f
′(Vf [četla]) ∈ R2
`Γˆ (1f , ♦NPf [moje známá]Vf [byla]〈f〉)
— popping NPm[časopis] using rules r(1f)0 ∈ R1 and f
′(NPm[časopis]) ∈ R2
`Γˆ (1f , ♦NPf [moje známá]〈f〉)
— popping Vf [byla] using rules r(1f)0 ∈ R1 and f
′(Vf [byla]) ∈ R2
`Γˆ (1f , ♦〈f〉)
— popping NPf [moje známá] using rules r(1f)0 ∈ R1 and f
′(NPf [moje známá]) ∈ R2
`Γˆ (1f, 〈f〉).
During the computation, the following sequence of rules was used by M2:
pi = e′00e
′(♦) . . . f ′(NPf [žena])f ′(PNf [která])f ′(Vf [četla])f ′(NPm[časopis])f ′(Vf [byla])
f ′(NPf [moje známá])r′1,
and h(pi) = žena, která četla časopis, byla moje známá is the corresponding Czech sentence
translated from Japanese.
From the computation above, it can be seen that Algorithm 6.2 construct the simulator
of RT which work in naive way. The translation process can be accelerated by constructing
the simulator with more components, together with optimizations of its rules based on the
analysis of simulated RT.
6.2 SCAS as a parallel compiler
In this section is outlined how SCAS can be used to implement a parallel compiler. The
focus is taken on compiling programming languages with a block structure[1] support which
allow the using of subroutines. The design of parallel compiler[10] is based on horizontal
approach to data storage. Let parallel compiler with n computation units, called processors,
be represented by SCAS of degree (2n+ 1), Π, defined as follows:
Π = (Ms,M11,M12, . . . ,Mn1,Mn2,Ψ),
where all components of Π are pushdown automata, component Ms denotes a lexical
analyser and a partial syntax analyzer, and components Mi1 and Mi2 denote the ith pro-
cessor, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The Mi1’s and Mi2’s pushdowns are called together as a memory
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of ith processor, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Every processor do these compiler phases[1]: the rest
of syntax analysis, semantic analysis, intermediate code generation, code optimization, and
target code generation. In the following steps is outlined an algorithm of parallel parsing
process in Π. A source program is written on the input tape of Ms. It is supposed that the
source program consists of the sequence of blocks referred as subroutines.
I. Ms reads its input until a subroutine is recognized. Then, a recognized subroutine
is written to processor memory. This step is repeated until every processor has
a subroutine stored in its memory or until the entire input was processed. If an error
was occured during reading the input and recognizing the subroutines, Π rejects its
input.
II. All processors simultaneously compile received subroutines. If an error was occured
during compiling process in some processor, Π rejects its input. If there is still input
to be processed, continue by step I. Otherwise, the compiling process is done and the
input of Π was successfuly accepted.
When Π accepts its input, the rules used during computation in Π is represented by (2n+1)-
tuple of Szilard words[24]:
ξ = (pis, pi11, pi12, . . . , pin1, pin2).
Consider that every processor use the rule denoted as  to report the end of current com-
piling process. Let pit = pit,1pit,2 . . .pit,k, and pi′i(j) = pii1,jpii2,j. Then the compiled
program can be represented as
w = h(pi′1(1)pi
′
2(1) . . . pi
′
n(1)pi
′
1(2) . . . pi
′
n(k)),
where h is a homomorphism, k = max({#B1,#B2, . . . ,#Bn}), and #Bi is the number of
subroutines compiled by ith processor, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
In algorithm outlined above were ommitted several problems related to parallel com-
pilers and parallel programs in general, such as shared data. For instance, every processor
must share a symbol table. This can be solved by adding an additional processor which
plays the role of shared memory manager.
6.3 Implementation of dSCAS in Haskell
From Definition 4.5 can be determined a recipe for implementation of any deterministic
SCAS in Haskell1 programming language. For instance, consider a rule (see Definition 4.5)
〈A,B,C〉〈pa, pb, pc〉a→ 〈abc,A, ε〉〈qa, qb, qc〉.
This rule can be expressed as a Haskell function in the following way:
papbpc :: String -> String -> String -> String -> Bool
papbpc (’A’:s1) (’B’:s2) (’C’:s3) (’a’:w) =
qaqbqc (’c’:’b’:’a’:s1) (’A’:s2) s3 w
similarly for other rules. The complete example is introduced in Appendix A.
1See http://www.haskell.org
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this work, a new systems of formal models, called state-synchronized automata systems
(SCAS) of degree n, where n ≥ 1, were introduced and investigated. These automata
systems, defined in Chapter 4, consist of n pushdown automata as components and a finite
control language. In one automata system, a different types of pushdown automata (FA,
1-turn PDA, deterministic PDA, and ordinary PDA) can be used together as components.
Every word from control language consists of n symbols, where ith symbol is a state of ith
pushdown automaton, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. A computation step in these automata systems
can be made if and only if the words formed from states, which are taken from recent and
new system configuration, are from control language. The language of SCAS is defined as
a language of first pushdown automaton from this SCAS.
The computational power of introduced systems was investigated in Chapter 5. It was
proved that state-synchronized automata systems with at least two pushdown automata
as their components are able to accept every recursively enumerable language. On the
other hand, state-synchronized automata systems with only one pushdown automaton and
arbitrary count of finite automata can describe only context-free language family.
In Chapter 6 was demonstrated the practical use of new automata system. The first
example presents the application of SCAS in natural language translation. In this example
was introduced Algorithm 6.2 for the construction of SCAS with two pushdown automata
from given rule-restricted transducer [4]. Such constructed SCAS is able to simulate given
rule-restricted transducer by accepting its input by the first component and generating
corresponding output by applying a homomorphism on Szilard word obtained during com-
putation from the second component.
The second example in Chapter 6 outlines how to implement a parallel compiler using
SCAS. In this example, the first component of SCAS plays the role of scheduler which al-
ternatively sends the parts of input program source to processors and executes a compiling
process on these processors. Under the term processor is meant a couple of SCAS compo-
nents. Similarly to previous example, an output of compiling process is given by applying
a homomorphism on the concatenation of Szilard words obtained from all components dur-
ing computation.
7.1 Future work
In this section are outlined several problems and topics to be investigated during further
research on introduced automata systems.
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Variants of control language
From Definition 4.1 can be observed that automata systems introduced in this work use
a finite control language containing the words of fixed length. For further research can be
considered these variants of control language:
• Infinite language. A finite control language can be transformed to control alphabet,
and a control language is defined over this alphabet.
• Ignored states. Let Γ be a SCAS of degree n, n ≥ 1, Ψ be a control language of
Γ and let ω = q1q2 . . . qn be a word from Ψ. Then qi = ∗ means that the state of
ith component of Γ is ignored during a computation step in Γ according to ω, for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n.
• Forbidden states. Let Γ be a SCAS of degree n, n ≥ 1, Ψ be a control language
of Γ and let ω = q1q2 . . . qn be a word from Ψ. Then qi = qi means that during
a computation step according to ω the ith component of Γ can be in any state except
qi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Determinism
In Definition 4.5 was defined a condition of determinism in SCAS. For SCAS with two
pushdown automata, the following conjecture can be said:
Conjecture 7.1 L (dSCAS(PDA,PDA)) = RE.
The verification of this conjecture will be subject for the further research.
Computational power
In Chapter 5 were investigated state-synchronized automata systems having ordinary push-
down automata and finite automata as their components. For further research are suggested
following problems:
• What family of languages is accepted by state-synchronized automata systems having
only deterministic pushdown automata as their components?
• Let F be a family of languages accepted by state-synchronized automata systems
having one 1-turn PDA and arbitrary count of finite automata as their components.
Is F = LIN?
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Appendix A
Attachments
A.1 Content of CD
The part of this Master’s thesis is also the CD which contains:
• a LATEX sources of this Master’s thesis,
• a text of this Master’s thesis in Portable Document Format,
• a contribution to student conference in Portable Document Format related to this
Master’s thesis, and
• a Haskell source of example below with its executable form in Win32 Portable Exe-
cutable format.
A.2 Example of dSCAS implementation in Haskell
The example below implements a dSCAS(PDA,PDA) Γ from Example 4.6.
qsqs’ :: String -> String -> String -> Bool
qsqs’ (’S’:s1) (’S’:s2) (’a’:w) = qaqa’ (’a’:’S’:s1) (’S’:s2) w
qsqs’ _ _ _ = False
qaqa’ :: String -> String -> String -> Bool
qaqa’ (’a’:s1) (’S’:s2) (’a’:w) = qaqa’ (’a’:’a’:s1) (’S’:s2) w
qaqa’ (’a’:s1) (’S’:s2) (’b’:w) = qbqb’ (’a’:s1) (’b’:’S’:s2) w
qaqa’ _ _ _ = False
qbqb’ :: String -> String -> String -> Bool
qbqb’ (’a’:s1) (’b’:s2) (’b’:w) = qbqb’ (’a’:s1) (’b’:’b’:s2) w
qbqb’ (’a’:s1) (’b’:s2) (’c’:w) = qcqc’ s1 s2 w
qbqb’ _ _ _ = False
qcqc’ :: String -> String -> String -> Bool
qcqc’ (’a’:s1) (’b’:s2) (’c’:w) = qcqc’ s1 s2 w
qcqc’ "S" "S" [] = True
qcqc’ _ _ _ = False
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